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i 
Summary: 
In Chapter I we produce many new harmonic maps of spheres by the 
quali tative study of the pendulum equations for the join and the 
Hopf construction. In particular, we obtain 
Corollary 1.7.1. 
J... P r Let '1''1: S - S be any harmonic homogeneous polynomial of degree 
greater or equal than two, and let 1>2. be the identity map id.: s~sq 
Then the (q+1)-suspension of ~1 is harmonically representable by 
an equivariant map of the form ~. *4>2. if and only if q=o •..• 5. 
Corollary 1.11.1. 
Let [f1 ~ ilrS be a stable class in the image of the stable J-ho p 
momorphism J ':lr «(j) _ 1T s , p ~ 6. 
P P P 
Then there exists q,. p such ~hat [f ] can be represented by a harmo 
nic map 4> p+q+1 Sq+1 S ... 
In Chapter II we illustrate equivariant theory and study the ren-
dering problems: in particular, we show that the restriction q=o ••• ~ 
in Corollary 1.7.1. can be removed provided that the domain is gi-
ven a suitable riemannian metric; then, for istance, the groups 
-rr (Sn) =I.Z can be rendered harmonic for every n. 
n 
In Chapter III we describe applications of equi variant theory to 
the study of Dirichlet problems and warped products; and exten-
sions of the theory to spaces with conical singularities. 
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I 
INTHOOUCTION 
This thesis deals with existence problems for harmonic maps. 
Harmonic mpps are the critical points of the energy functional: 
given a map ~ :(00, g)-.(N, h) between two riemannian manifolds, 
its energy E is defined by 
E(4)) = i- jld fl2 dv,.. 
2. M 
and the function e.{~)=.!.ldfIZis called the energy density of ~. 
Z. 
The Euler-Lagrange equation associated with the energy functio-
nal E is described by a semilinear second order elliptic system 
of differential equations, in divergence form. 
a 
In local charts, suchAsystem takes the form 
(1) 
¥ = 1 •••.• dim N . 
tic )( 
where eo( p. are the Christoffel symbols of N. 
Particular cases of harmonic maps are harmonic functions, geo-
desics, minimal surfaces, holomorpic maps between kahler mani-
.. 
folds: then the study of properties of harmonic maps is closely 
related to many fundamental problems in differential geometry 
and analysis on manifolds; in the last years, the interest in 
harmonic maps has widened to physicists, especially in connec-
tion with the theories of non-linear <r'-models and liquid cry-
stals, (BeL). 
The basic existence problem for harmonic maps can be formulated 
as followst 
Let ~,,:M _N be a map of riemannian manifolds. Is there a har-
monic map <\> : M -N homotopic to 4" ? 
Assuming both"" M and N to be compact, the most general existence 
result was proved by Eells-Sampson in 1964 (ES), in a fundamen-
tal paper. that started the systematic study of harmonic maps: 
they proved, by using heat-flow tecniques, that the answer to 
the previous question is affirmative provided that the sectio-
nal curvature of N is non-posi ti ve. Moreover, the assumption 
of" compactness of the range· can be weakened to include a large 
class of complete target manifolds; we also mention that the 
same existence theorem was proved "later by K. Uhlenbeck (U2.) 
by using a more direct method of calculus of variations. 
On the other hand, if the range has positive curvature, no ge-
neral theory provides a complete answer to the existence que-
stioni in this case, according to the special class of mani-
"'-nJ~t" 
folds ~ consideration, different methods have been successful-
ly introduced to study existence and classification of harmonic 
maps: we mention a few 
i) harmonic maps between .surfaces (EW): in this case rela-
tionships with conformal and holomorphic maps have been 
exploited. 
Z 2 . In particular, let T , S be the 2-dimensional torus and 
sphere : it has been shown that there is no harmonic map 
~ :T~ SlI of degree 1. Then the answer to the existence 
question Is not always affirmative. 
ii) Harmonic maps from riemann surfaces to complex Grassmannians 
(BW) ; 
II 
III 
Harmonic maps from the 2-dimensional sphere to the unita-
ry group (Va). (01.); 
Twistorial construction of harmonic maps (ESa). 
In these case~,harmonic maps are described in terms of ho-
1omorphic data and almost complex structures. 
iii) Harmonic maps with image contained in a not-too-large ball: 
existence and uniqueness results in this direction have 
been obtained in (H.K.W.) by using more direct methods in 
P.D.E. 
iv) Equivariant theory. This will be the object of this thesis: 
roughly speaking, equivariant maps are maps with prescri-
bed symmetries that force the elliptic system (1) to redu-
ce to an ordinary second order differential equation. 
Equivariant maps were first introduced by Smith in 1972 (Sl, 
S2) and aimed to construct harmonic maps between spheres: in 
-fact, there are two important classes of equivariant maps of 
spheres: . 
L f+~t1 ~~s~1 
1) The join f1 * o/z. : S ... S of two harmonic homogeneous 
.J.. f' 'tJ,. q S polynomials 'i'1: S - S , 'r,.: S - S. (see sec. 1, Chapter 
• 
I). 
2) Maps H r+<tti It,. +"\ '. S ---to S produced, via Hopfsconstructlo{l, by 
a map F sP x sq~ S~ which is harmonic with constant e-
nergy density in each variable separately (see sec. 8, Chap-
ter I). 
In both cases, the question of existence can be reduced to the 
quali tati ve study of the differential equation of a pendulum 
wi th variable gravity and damping- and posi ti ve answers can be ) 
achieved. 
The study of these pendulum equations will be the object of 
Chapter I; now, in order to gi ve a firs t descr iption of our 
main results, we recall something from the previous works .on .' 
the subject. 
The problem of producing harmonic maps between spheres was rai-
sed in 1964 in the above mentioned work of Eells-Sampson: in 
particular, they asked whether the groups lTn (S n ) = L can be 
harmonically represented, n ~ 3 (In the case n = 1 , 2 the 
answer is affirmative and elementary). 
In 1972 Smith studied the pendulum equations associated wi th the 
equivariant maps in 1), 2), and proved 
A) The join ch -t4c 4>2. can be represented by a harmonic map provided 
that <Pi and <1>2. satisfy certain damping conditions. 
B) Non-existence for the Hopf construction in the case when 
3 2-
H : S -. S has Hopf invariant . k.l,. kf 1. 
As an applic ation of the resul t in A)', we have harmonic maps 
of each degree in n ~ 7, n = 9; the dimension re-
striction is a consequence of the damping conditions .• 
In Chapter I we will improve A) and B) by showing 
At) Existence of relevant solutions of the differential equa-
tion for the join if and only if certain less restrictive 
damping conditions are s~tisfied (Theorem 1.1.1.). 
B t) Sufficient conditions .(Ot' the existence for the Hopf con-
IV 
v 
struction (theorem 1.8.1.). 
As an application. of A'), we will construct many new harmonic 
maps of spheres, including maps <Pi"'" <f2..: 8 tn_ 8m , m >' 10; 
but no complete results for1fn (80), n = 8, n9 10. Roughly, po-
sitive answers for the equivariant harmonic join are to be con-
fined to low dimensions. 
By contrast, the result in.B'fwill:enable us to construct 
non-polynomial. harmonic maps of spheres of large dimensions 
(Corollary l.ll.1.). 
: .. ' .: 8mi th' s existence results were proved basically by compa-
ring the pendulum equation with linear equations wIth constant 
coefficients; in our work, we introduce new comparison argu-
ments and a method which shows when there are obstructions to 
the existence of special solutions. 
It is worth noticing that, apart from quite a few harmonic ho-
mogeneous polynomials, the above equivariant maps are the only 
known examples of harmonic maps between spheres. 
In Chapter II we establish a general setting for equivariant 
theory and take up a program of equivariant deformations of me-
tries: the main motivation for this is the above mentioned re-
t) 
striction to represent harmonically the group~ If n (8 ). 
We will show (sections 3 and 6) that,for every n,each class of 
n 
the group "n (S) can be harmonically represented provi-
ded that the domain is deformed by using a suitable riemannian 
metric; moreover,the same holds for maps into ellipsoids (sec. 
7) • 
VI 
An interesting feature of our approach to the rendering problem 
will be to relate its solution to the quali tati ve study of a 
first order linear differential equation. 
Chapter II, and Chapter III as well, are much in the spirit of 
the P. Baird's work (Bl) which can be taken, together with the 
Smi th' s works, as the best reference for backgrounds in 
equi variant theory. As far as less specialistic references to 
harmonic maps theory, we refer to (ELl),(EL2) and attached by-
bliography. 
In Chapter III we describe some applications of equivariant 
theory to warped products and D.irichlet problems; we also illu-
strate extensions of equivariant theory to spaces with cone-I! 
ke singularities and some further possible developments. 
Each chapter is divided in sections and has a short introduc-
tion that summarizes the contents of the sections. 
Notations: 
Unless differently specified, when we refer to formula'2.7)(for 
instance), this formula is to be found in the second section 
of the chapter in which the reference is made. 
Theorem (Proposition, Corollary, Lemma) 2.3.1. (for instance) 
is to be found in section 3 of Chapter II. 
CHAPTER I 
In sections 1 - 7 of this chapter we study the join of two har-
monic homogeneous polynomials of spheres; sections 8 - 11 deal 
with the' Hopf construction. 
Section 1 is devoted to introduce the problem of the join; it 
contains a description of the problem, the statement of the 
main result and information about how to read sections 2 - 7. 
Section 8 plays for the Hopf construction an analogous role to 
section 1 for the join. 
Section 1 
In order to describe the problem of the join, we wri te every 
. p+q+1 C pOlnt ZE. S lR P+1 x 1\\ q+1 
in the form z=sin s x + cos s y, with x ~ Sf, YES C\ and 
O~s~ 1r . 
2 
The loci s = 0 and s ~ Tr are called focal varieties: we will 
2 
S 
p+q+l perform our analysis on minus the focal varieties and 
extend it to the whole S p+q+l by using standard regularity 
arguments. 
Let <P
1
: SP_ S: <f2.: S ~ SSbe two continuous maps of spheres: 
J.. 1. p+q+l 
the homotopy class of their ~oin 't4 * 92,: S ---+ S r+s+l can be 
represented by maps of the following type: 
1 
1.1) (c:P,\ * <fl.) (z)=sin 0< (s) cf1 (x) + cos <::JI.. (s) c:fl.(y) 
where ~ is a continuous function defined on [0, ~ J such that 
1. 2 ) 0<. ( 0 ) =0, ~ (-rr ) = 1f, ~ ( s) ~ (0 ,ir ), s ~ (0, 1r ). 
2 2 2 2 
From now on we specialize to the case of harmonic homogeneous 
polynomials: let ! : lR m _fRO be a map whose components are 
harmonic polynomials' which are homogeneous of common degree K 
and suppose that the restriction of~ carries spheres to sphe-
res,· i.e •. 
Then <pis said to be a harmonic 
homogeneous polynomial of degree K . 
The simplest examples of harmonic homogeneous polynomials are: 
the identity map id.: S"-SP, the standard K-fold rotation 
it< : S 1--... S 1 , the Hopf fibrations j other interesting examples 
arise as gradients of isopirametric functions and from orthogo-
r p 'to 
nal multiplications F : S x S --+ S via the Hopf construction. 
Any harmonic homogeneoOs polynomial: <f: m-1 n-1 S _ S of degree 
.K. is a harmonic map with constant energy density -e. (<t) =.l... 
• ~ ( '" + m-2) • 2 
.J... " It J.... '\ S Now, let ..... 1 : S ...- Sand 9"2,: S ~ S be two harmonic homoge-
neous polynomials: the constant energy density of+1and4>2; to.'l<!..t~er 
wi th the special symmetries of the join map <P".-.q,2! impl y" 
that the condition of harmonicity for maps as in 1.1) reduces 
to a second order ordinary "differential equation for the func-
tion 0( . 
2 
3 
This reduction to an ordinary differential equation is the ty-
pical procedure of equivariant theory, as we will see in Chap-
ter II, where we also develop the tools for the derivation of 
equation 1.3) below. 
After the substitution tan s =e.t , t6lR the relevant equation , 
for ex takes the form of a pendulum equation with variable gra-
vity and damping 
1.3) 
<:>{"(t) + 
+ 
where 
[ 
.t t J (p-1)e. -(q-l)e.. o('(t) + 
c t -t 
.... i' e.. 
[ A2.e
t 
- \-( e:J sin o{(t) cos 0< (t) t .t e. + e. = o -
After the previous substitution, conditions 1.2) have become 
1.4) lim eX (t) = 0, lim eX (t) = If 
t_-OQ t~+():) 2 
t E JR . 
Remark 1: 
it 
More generally, the form of the gravity in 1.3) makes reasona-
A 
ble to ask whether equation 1. 3) possesses special solutions 
of the form 
4 
lim 01. (t) = 0, lim 0« t) =" + mlT, m E I\l 
t ..... -o<;) t-+11Q 2 
1.5) 
0( (t) E. (0, lr + mlT ) tE.lR. 
2 
Such solutions would be relevant for our purpose because 
a function as in 1. 5) Can be used in 1.1) to define a conti-
nuous map of ~pheres. 
Now we can state our main theorem, in which the non-existence 
statement is to be understood to hold for the class of maps 1.5) 
of Remark 1. 
Theorem 1.1.1. 
J... P 't. J.." S Let ~1: S - Sand 0/2,.: S - S be two harmonic homogeneous 
polynomials of degree K1 ' K 2 ' and let Ai = K., ( "1+p-l), 
'At = ~( ~2.+q-l) • 
...l... 1 p • ..,... "'t+S+1 
Then "'r1 *crl: S _ S can be harmonically represented if 
and only if the following generalised damping conditions (G.D. 
C.) hold: 
G.D.C. = 
Remark 2 
We recall that, according to the notations above, 
theorem gives solutions provided that 
(q_l)2. < 4 ~2. 
D.C. = 
(p_l)L < 4 ~" 
'A-t= \2. . or p = q, 
Smith's 
The proof of theorem 1.1.1. is the object of sections 2 - 6 and 
consists in the qual i tati ve study of equation 1. 3): for this 
purpose, we introduce a method that can also be applied to the 
study of the general equation of a pendulum with variable gra-
vi ty and damping: our method may involve computer estimates 
as indicated in Remark 3 of section 6. 
Our analysis enables, us to determine the precise combination, of 
the 4 parameters p, q, ~1'~ 2. that separates existence from 
non-existence: this interesting feature has a geometrical ap-
plication as indicated in Remark 6 of section 7. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1.1. is rather long: in a first reading, 
the proof of Lemma 1.3.1., Lemma 1.4.1. and some computational 
arguments of section 5 can be omitted. By contrast, it is 
vital to get familiar with the meaning of the area H-N-D intro-
ducedin section 4 and with' the conclusions of section 5. 
5 
The applications of theorem 1.1.1. are discussed in section 7. 
Section 2 
We investigate existence and non-existence of special solutions 
of 1.3) of the form 1.4): only in section 6 we will generalise 
the non-existence result to the class of functions 1.5) of Re-
mark 1. 
6 
In order to accomplish our study in full, we consider p, q, """ K 2. , 
and consequently A1 , A 2.' as real parameters, wi th 1 ~ p, q, 
First we need to \',,~a\l some facts from pages 48-53 (S2): 
let to be the point in which the graVitY~~2.i - ~1eJ vanishes. 
at .t: 
~+f?" 
We indicate with ~ (a , a ) the solution of 1.3) distinguished 
.. .. 
If a o E. (0, 11 ), let A + (ao ) be the collection of ao such that 2-
0{ (ao ,ao ) increases monotonically to -U- in finite time. as 
2. • 
t increases from to' Similarly, let A-(ao ) be the.set of a o 
such that ~ (ao ,80 ) decreases monotonically to a in finite 
time as t decreases from to' 
.. + .-
on (0, 1'1'" ) as We define two functions eX o ' 0( 0 follows: 
2 
• + de!. { A + (ao ) } 0{ (ao ) = in!. 
t - de!. { - (ao )} « (ao ) = in!. A 
Proposition, ::X: ,0{0 are well-defined and continuous with values 
• + . 
in (0. +~): moreover 0( ( a q 
to 1£ as t increases from to . 
2-
, 0< Q ( ao ) ) increases asymptotically 
to + 00 • 
Analogously, <X ( a. t d~(a <')) decreases asymptotically to 0 as t de-
creases from t to - "' . 
• 
The existence of a special solution as in 1.4) is equivalent to 
the 'existence of a point ~ '(0 ,~)SUCh that 
.+" .-1\ 
eX o(a ) ::. 0<0 (a ) 
We will study when 
i) there exists a point a~'(0,~) such that 
ii} there exists a point a 2. £ (0,",; ) such that 
• + ~ I .. Because of the continuity of 0(0 , 0(. ' the validity of both i} 'and 
1\ ii) is equivalent to the existence of a as above. 
More precisely, we will prove what follows: 
2.1) if G.D.C. a) does not hold, then we have the 
{
if G.D.C. a) holds, then i} holds. 
2.2) 
non-existence statement of the theorem. 
if G.D.C. b) holds, then ii) holds • 
.. 
if G.D.C. b} does not hold, then we have the 
non-existence statement of the theorem. 
Clear,ly the theorem follows from 2.1) and 2.2}. 
The proof of 2.2} is perfectly analogous to that of 2.1), thvs we 
will just occupy ourselves with 2.1). 
Section 3 
Our non-existence results will not require any comparison argument; 
7 
8 
. By contrast, . for establishing existence under G.D.C. it is vital 
the following comparison lemma: 
Consiqer the differential equation 
3.1) + &-(t) ~;V\ ~(t) (,d) ~(t) = 0 
Suppose that 
3.2) 
and that 
3.3) Equation 3.1)has a solution F{t) as in 1.4). 
Then i) of section 2 holds, i.e. there exists a point a~ ~(o, 1f/2) 
such that~: (a,.,) ~~: (a1 ). 
Proof of Lemma 1.3.1.: 
We will use the following comparison theorem for ordinary differen-
.. 
tial equations (see CL pag. 210): 
Let L. ~ :: 1.2 denote the differential operator that acts on functions 
, c, t 1 , 
t by L~ r:: (f~f·) t ca-i.~ ,where r~ ) <Z~ are continuous 
functions on [to, 'f] , such that: 
3.4) o < 
3.5) 
t ~ [to :r] 
teCta,1') 
Let ti ,l:1,lbe such that L\.li, :: 0 ·on [to, rr] 
W~ = ton- 1 ( -4- ) ~ ~ fl and let us call 
9 
Then 
We want to use this comparison theorem for comparing equation 1.3) 
and equation 3.1):to do this we put t -:1 ~j 
(p-1)e -(9-1)e 
r . ( t) : F 2 (t ) ~ e-x p ( J [ 'l _ ~- d ~ ) 
t Q., +e (I 
~.t(t ) .::: G(t) s\n(F(t>} c..n(F(tV p ,,( t ) 
F(t) 
'A t \ .t 
S \ n ( ~ (t )) (0') ( ;l (t )) 
ca2(t ) :. 
ZE! ~ 1e. 
P2(t) t .. _t 
O(t) e t' e 
where ~ (t) is the solution of 1.3) that we describe below. 
Now we prove the following assertions: 
3.6) ~ 0+ (F (to)) 4- F t( to) 
3.7) F'(to) q d: (F(t o)) 
·Lemma 1.3.1.follows immediately from 3.6) and 3.7) by taking ~1= F(t.). 
The physical meaning of 3.6) and 3.7) is the following: the equa-
tions 1.3) and 3.1) describe the motion of two pendulums with the 
sam~amping; but, because of the assumption 3.2), the gravity in 1.3) 
pushes always the pendulum toward 0 more than the gravity in 3.1). 
Consequently, in order to reach the same final position, the pen-
dulum : 1.3) must be pushed harder than the pendulum 3.1) toward::!!: 
2. 
10 
(this gives 3.6», and softer toward 0 (3.7». (see (HI» 
Condition 3.7) is the corresponding of 3.6) in backward time, so 
we just give the detailed proof of 3.6). 
Let us suppose that 3.6) does not hold: then there exists £ ~ 0 
such that 
3.8) 0(; ( F ( to)) -T E < F t( ~ to ) 
Let~ (t ) ~ef. 0( ( r(t.). ~:(F(t.») +£) j ~(t.) • F(I;. \ a~J ,;( <to) < F h.) : 
then ~(t)< F(t)for t .,.to,tsmall; but, directly from the definition 
of the function« + , we have that ;(t) must reach JI in finite time: 
o . Z 
F(t) satisfies 1.4) by the hypothesis 3.3), then it makes sense to 
call q' , 'f '> t., the first point in which ()(' ('T') :;. f( 1') • 
We take f..(t);: F(t) and h.(t) :::~(t). Now we check that' all the hypo-
thes~s of the comparison theorem are satisfied on [t (I , 'f 1 : the only 
thing that it is not immediate is 3.5): but;j(t)ZF(t)Q,,(to ,1')imPlies 
s in ~(t ) fA) ~(:.: > s,n(HtI) tnl(F(t21 
. ~(t) F(t, 
This fact, together with the assumption 3.2), gives 3.5). 
So all ·the hypothesRs of the comparison theoremare fulfilled, but the 
thesis of the theorem is violated: i~f.,act o<\t) reaches 1=(0 in 'If from 
below: then ;;('(1') '7/ F'(1')and so ~l.(T), '<I1(rr): this' is the con-
tradiction that we were after and ends the proof of Lemma 1.3.1 
Section 4 
We develop some material to construct differential equations as 
:in .Lemma .1.3.1. 
Let F : R-t'0'J) be any differentiable function: we define b-F'(t) by 
4.1) 
Then 
4.2) 
4.4) lim F(t) ~ 
t -..,. -to w 
II 
2 I 
11 
lim F(t) = 0 
t __ -\'lO 
It follows from the definition of , (t } that 4.3) can be reformula-
F 
ted as 
It is convenient to write F(t) in the form 
4.5) 
. -
In terms of t(t) ~. 3') and 4.4) become respectively 
4.6) V(lt >_f2 f(t)f'(1) rr-1)e-~(~-1)et" ~zet- ~"e.-t t --_ .. + t(t)t - f(t) 70 
1 ... ' f l(t ) ~ t + e,- t t t • e - t 
t ~ JK 
and 
4.7) lim $(t):: 0 
t~- coQ 
The espression in 4.6) is obtained from 4.3') simply by direct sub-
sti tu.tion and use of the identi ty Sin y. un x:. rtaVl x J L1 ~taVll~ 
In order to simplify the notations, we will write: 
D(t) ~.~f_1) e.-~ (~-11 e tJ 
nt -t 
'" ... e. 
r t t) Jet· [,-. f.> ~~ ~ t ] 
e. +e. 
cond (l )(t) ~et· t let) _ [2. ret) f<t) 
1tt\t., 
, 
-{- D (t ). t<t ) + 1( t ) .. ~(t ) 
~4 I' , condL{~)(t) =' f It) + D(t). itt:) + f(t. }. f(t ) 
In these notations, 4.6) is just cond(P)(t) > 0 t l-lR . ~ , I 
12 
moreover it is clear that f{ t:) . determines a solution of 1. 3) (via 
4.5» if and only if 
4.8) cond(~)(t) = 0 t 6 H\ 
For our purposes,it is convenient to start with studying a necessa-
ry condition for 4.6) and 4.8) to hold,that is 
4.9) 
We write I • 
4.10) 
. where will play 
a fundamental role in our program. 
In terms of H(t) , 4.9) is 
13 
In order to hope that 4.11) holds, it is clear that \-\(t )can de-
crease only when 
4.12) 
2 
\-\ (t) t D(t). H(l; ) + r( t) ') 0 
The idea of the theorem is the following: 
suppose th~t ~(t)is a special solution of 1.3) of the form 1.4); 
take f(t) as in 4.5), then 4.8) holds; consequently 4.9) holds and 
so 4.11) for the corresponding H (~ ) . 
By the analysis of the asymptotic hehavior of a special solution, 
we will deduce that 
lim H(t) = k1 
t-"-w 
and lim \i( t ) = K. 2-
t-+W 
Now suppose that G.D.C. a) does not hold: roughly speaking, this 
implies that "1 is qui te bigger than K 2. : 
we will show that this would force H(t} to decrease somewhere when 
4.12) does not hold, contradicting the existence of a special solution. 
On the contrary, if G.D.C. a) holds, we will be able to build 
up differential equationsas in Lemma 1.3.1. and conclude the existence. 
It is fundamental to study in detail when H (t) can decrease 
.. 
without affecting 4.11)~ 
Let V t ex) be the parabola 
4.13) 
Then V {')()~ 0 only when~belongs to a certain interval, possibly empty, 
that ~e denote by [X""t ' X It J . 
Therefore. when t ranges over lR • the intervals [Xit ,X2t] describe 
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an area that we call H-N-D : if 4.11) holds, then \1\t) can not cross 
H-N-D decreas ing, because \-\ (t ) 6 [ )(", t ' X Ztl forces t\ '( t) 'l 0 • 
The explicit description of H-N-D is long and therefore given se-
parately in section 5: 
but first we establish'the necessary'informationabout the asymptotic 
behavior of H( t) : 
Lemma 1.4.1 
LetQ((t) be a special solution of 1.3) as in 1.4): 
then the function H(t.} distinguished byot(O via 4.5),4.10), that 
is to say by 
4.14) d (t) ... 
satisfies 
a) lim H(t) = K" 
4.15) t .... _¥) 
b) lim H It ) - K2. 
t ...... QO 
Proor of Lemma 1:4.1 
The proof of this Lemma is just expressing in terms of H(t) the 
.. 
well-known asymptotic behavior of a special solution: i1fact we know 
from pag. 61 (S2) that: 
t sufficiently close to-QQ. 
Also we have 
4.17) 
~ \ '" X C4'~ X =: X + e ( X ~ ) 
s\V\ )(:: X + e()(l) 
t ~ ~ -1 X =: X f e (X 3) 
15 
x small 
The direct substitution of 4.14) in 4.16),joined with -4.17) arid the 
fact that lim ~(t )::: 0 , gives 4.15 a). 
t-4t- tK) 
Analogously one proves 4.15 b). 
Section 5: 
In this fundamental section we collect the necessary information 
about the area H-N-D introduced in section 4: the proof of the sta-
tements of this section is mainly a computational argument, but it 
requires some effort. 
The relevant results of this section are well visualized in figu-
res 1 ••••• 8 below. 
First we need to introduce the function 
5.1} 
2 D (t ) - ~ r(t} 
The explicit expression for !J(t, is 
5.2) ,1(t) :: ~~-1/- ~ \;] e' t. [4(~,- ~1) - 2(1' -1 )(~ .11 + ~f'-1)~ J, ~.]e-l t 
[et+e- t ]2 
If il(t)<: 0 ,then [X oft I Xlf] is empty. 
If ~(t) ~ iJ ,then 
5.3) 
D(t)- rMt> 
2 
_- b(t ) t J t1 (t ) 
2 
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"Lemma 1'.5.1 
If (q-1)~ 4 ~ ..( 0 then there exist t ~ \R 
1. 1 
f'7o 
I 
such that 
Ll(t ) « - t. 
) 
t ~ t _ 
Proof of Lemma 1.5.1 
'm 
This Lemma follows immediately from 5.2); under this hypothesis, 
H-N-D is empty for t "7 t . 
Now we come to the relevant part of our analysis and suppose that 
(9-1)7.- 1. \2 ~ 0 . 
A computation shows that L}(t ) <: 0 for some t if and only if 
5.4) 
b) 
Now, just recalling the fact that ~.., I ~2 are related to K,,\ "1-
by \1 = K1(l<1+r-1) l )..2.:::' \<2. (k2.+"-1)} we notice that 
5.5) k1 = ± [-!r- ll ~ {!r-1)\ 1, >.j 
and 
-Lemma 1'.5.2 • 
. , 
Let us suppose that (9 - 1 ) '2. ... 4 ~ l >" 0 
17 
Then we have 
, then lJ. (t) >- 0 l E ~. , 
b) If 2 "1 ::: ~ '\ -1 ) - ~('1-')'" q >-. · and ~('\_1)t_ ~ I.. "7 0 I 
lthen there exists t 6 IR such that 
5.7) 
c) If 2. I< 1 <: ("1- 1 ) -~ (9- 1)"- ~ ~, • and ~(9-1)~- k)" ) 0 ) 
then there exist t 1 , t 2. I; tR such that 
L\( t.) '> (7 t 6 (- ~, t 1) V (t2, + 00 ) 
5.8) £\ ( t .. ) = ll( t J. ) = 0 
~(t).(O t t (t" t ,) 
d) If 2 K, : <,,-1 ) -[(q_1 )~ ~ ~~ ) and ~-1t- 4 ~~ 
then Ll (t ) > 0 t t ~ lR. and lim fj( t ) ::: 0 + • t _+ to . 
~hen there exis~s t 1 E:. \R such that 
5.9) 
~ (t) > 0 t ~ (- W, t1 ) 
Ll (i: 1 ) :: Q 
Ll(t)<:o te(t11'~ 
Moreover, in all cases, we have 
and lim 
::. 0 J 
5.10) lm X :: - K - ( r -1 ) 
, 1 t '" t--oo 
( 
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Proof of Lemma 1.5.2. 
Let us start with a): by substituting 5.5) in the hypothesis a), we 
have 
By elevating left and right-hand sides of 5.12) to the square, we 
obtain. 
Now we observe what follows: 
If the right-hand side of 5.13) is negative, then 5.4) a) does not 
hold. 
If the right-hand side "of 5.13) is greater or equal than zero, by 
elevating again to the square we have 
(>-. + ).. S· + ( P t "l-2. ).~ l' -1 ) 'A z - ( 1-1 ) \ j < 0 
Then 5.4) b) does not hold. 
Thus we can conclude that, under the hypothesis of Lemma.l.5.2. a), 
We have t E ~ • 
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Similarly,one checks ~h~t, under the hypothesis b), 5.7) holds; and.5.B) 
holds in the case c). 
As,for parts d), e), just looking at the explicit expression 5.2) 
of ~(t) tells that it is enough to check that, under the hypothesis 
d), we have 
and that, under e), we have 
5.15) 
rrifact, by using the assumption d) and 5.5), we have 
And the hypothesis e) and 5.5) give 
) 
Then 5.14) and 5.15) follow eas~ly. 
Moreover, just writing the explicit expression of X1t ' X2tas in 5.3) 
and remembering again:, 5.!)') , one easlly obtains '5.10) and 5.11) and the 
proof of Lemma 1.5.2 is cinded. 
To simplify the notations, we will, write 
~ 
'". ,,~(t ) ~, r.., t t]2. 6.(t ).~ + ~- . 
We need to stu J y the deri vati ve of. the functions Xi"*:. and XLt : under 
the hypothesis of Lemma 1.5~2.b) ,c) ,e) the following statements and 
calculations are to be WY1~'1MI()o4 where they make sense, i.e. where 
.6 (t) '> 0, ,.,From 5.3) we have 
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'1 ('1-1 )e
t 
-(r- 1 ) e-t_~ 
5.16} X'1 ::. 
t 2 
t. _ t 
e, <t e. 
5.17) 
The computation of the derivative of 5.l6}, 5.17) gives 
5.18) 
5.19) 
where 
• 5.20} 
x~ = ~r +~-2-).~ &~ 1- A (t ) 
t 
~ ~(t) [e t te-tr 
XZ't = ~f"+'\-2).{K(t)J+ A(t) 
~K(t) ~1;+e-tr 
A (t)= [ C'l-1)2. ~ 2.~. + ~z) + (r-1 )("-, )J e. t t 
+ [_ 2 (~ ... Az) - (r- 1 ).t_ (1'-1 )(,,-1 ~ e.- t . 
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Now we study 
A long but straight forward calculation shows that 5.l1) can be re-
written as 
where 
5.23) 
Now suppose that (~-1 )2._ 4 ~ 2 ) () : the following facts hold: 
then R > 0 
r I ~ t ).1 , ). 2 
5.25) 
5.26) If. ('\ -1 ) - J (,,- "') 'L - q ~ l. < 2 k 1 " (~-1 ) t J (~ -, ) ?- it ~ 2-
l:~~ R f,' t ~., , ). l < (J 
5.27) If then 
5.28) 
I 
-( 
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The proof of 5.24) .•... 5.28) is omitted because again it is 
just a 
computation based on 5.5) , as in Lemma 1.5.2. a) , b), c) • 
One can use 5.24) •••••• 5.28) in 5.22) and obtains information about 
, , 
the sign of and : of course a Ii ttle care is needed for X.f t XZt 
taking in account the sign of f\\.t). 
The study of the functions X ~ rand XI 2 t ,: togethe~ with Lemma 1.5.2., 
enables to draw the relevant conclusions about H-N-D, that we now 
\ . 
summarize. In all the figures below, H-N-D is. the .dark area. 
First we illustrate the 5 cases corresponding to 5.24) ....• 5.28): 
We will write X:!: in place of ~ ~'1-1)±~(q-1)2.._q)..:J. 
Case 5.24) 
-K 
. J~}~~~t~+~:'·',-;t·~;·:·;~~1;~:~i:,~~,1::t}~;.· . ; ... ; ., 
Figure 1 
+-:·.;~~:.it;~~~~f::-':\-,......-"::.- X 
............ ;;;" X-
~~~J~;~.~.----~.~ ... ~~~~.~/,~_~=~--~~~~~~~~--~~4 
+00 
.~."!~ .,;. ~.;,~;,~:::;:~-:~:.:',. ': ",' -I ~. 
, . '.~,,'.-, ~"" to-
Case 5.25) 
,;~ j, .• ) .••. :: ,--' ......... ' ... ~ .• ; ~ ', .... ,: 
...... '.' 
{
Xtt strictly decreasing; 
X~~ strictly increasing. 
Figure 2 . 
constant 
strictly increasing 
. 1 
Case 5.26) 
-CX} 
Case 5.27) 
R., -(p-1) 
{ 
X"t strictly 
Xl. t: strictly 
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Figure 3 
{
X 4t- strictly 
Xl. t strictly 
increasing 
increasing 
Figure 4 
,., 
increasing, b::(- ~, t ] 
increasing, t E.~, l' (1J ) 
)(1 
t 
, 
1 
-K 2. 
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Case 5.28) Figure 5 
t z +ClO 
decreasing ~ t 6 [t t f + yo) 
decreasing 
,tf EQQ, t11 
Now we study H-N-O under the hypothesis (~-1) 2_ 4 ~1. =0: Case 5.26) 
disappears and cases 5.25) and 5.27) coalesce into one. The analo-
gous of 5.24) is 
Case 5.29): 
Figure 6 
) X 1t; strictly t Xl.. t strictly 
increasing 
decreasing 
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Cases 5.25) and 5.27) coalesce into 
Case 5.30): Figure 7 
+00 
increasing 
constant 
Finally case 5.28) becomes 
Case 5.31: 
Figure 8 
-~ .. 
strictly decreasing 
strictly increasing 
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Section 6' 
The work of section 5 has put us in the right position to prove 
theorem i.l.l. ~ that is to say the statement 2.1). 
Following "the: different cases that we have distinguished in section 
5, we have to prove that: 
- The cases 5.24), 5.25), 5.26), 5.27), 5.29),5.30) are all non-exi 
stence cases. 
2. 
- The cases 5.28),5.31) and the case(4- 1)-L. ",,<"give i) as in 2.1). 
We start with non-existence: let us suppose" that" there exist a so-
lution 0( (t ) of 1.3) as in 1.4); let l(t}be associated too<{tJas in 
4.5): we recall from section 4 that we have 
6.1) 
or equivalently 
6.2) 
the function t(t) is p~sitive valued and then 4.9) holds; in terms 
of the corresponding H(t} as in 4.10) we have that 4.11) holds. 
,Moreover, by Lemma 1. 4. 1. we know' tha t 
a) lim H(t) ,; V{1 
t_- vo 
6.3) 
b) lim H(t) :; ~2 
t_ ... 00 
and from 5.6) we have 
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6.4) 
Now suppose that we are in one of the cases 5.24), 5.25), 5.26), 
5.29), 5.30): it is clear that 6.3) and 6.4), together wi~h the conclu-
s£ons summarized at the end of section 5, force H'(t)< 0 somewhere 
in H-N-D: this is not allowed because it contradicts 4.'11)and gives 
the non-existence. 
In the case 5.27), the only possibility for 4.11) to hold globally 
is that 
6.5) H ( t ) - 'fZ1 oJ 
t as in figure 4 • 
r.J 
But if one evaluates cond (~) in t finds 
6.6) 
6.6) c:ontradicts 6.1) and ends the case 5.27):. therefore we have 
show~ that, if G.D.C. a~ does not hold, then equation 1.3) does not 
have special solutions as in 1.4). 
Now we generalise this non-existence result to special solutions of 
the form 1. 5): 
Let us suppose that a special solution 0( (t ) as in 1. 5) exists: then 
take rp to be the point such that 
~(T) = m-rr 
oJ. (t ) l'. (\YI1I, T t m 1T) ,t, (1'. '- '" ) . 
Then we can write 
6.7) 
Because d. ( 'f ) "7 0 ( otherw i se 01 (t ) == Yl'lif), we have 
6.8) 
Therefore, if G.D.C. a) does not hold, we can substitute 6.3) a) 
wi.th 6.8) and apply the same. non-existence techniques that we used 
above, ending the non-existence part. 
As : .. for the existence part, we have to prove that in the cases 
5.28), 5.31), and in the case(1-1)2.-4~z< 0, we can build up a diffe-
rential equation as in the hypothesis of Lemma 1.3.1. 
According to the preliminary work of. section 4, this reduces to pro-
ving that there exists a function + : lR -(0. + f11) that satisfies 4.6) and 
4.7): we show how to cQnsl:<ruct such a function. 
First we produce a function \-\ (t) such that the associated function 
. ~ '" (t ) '. as in 4.10) sat:sfies 
6.9) ~ond (f
H 
}(t ) "> 0 t e (- 00 ,t.1 v[t~ ,,~) 
... 
" 
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and for some t 1 , t2. e.1R. 
6.10) condL(~t-t )(t: ) ")0 t c. JR. , 
We observe that if HH ) is of the form 
6.11) 
\-\(t) =- ~1 t l (-oo,T1] h.elR, \'1»1\1 
1-\ (t );, ~ 2. I t 'e[ fz ,+ '" ) / \, 2 e fK I 0 < ~ ~ a:. 
for some 
'1"'1 T2"~ , -
then 6.9) is always satisfied: 
infact the associated ~ H(t) satisfies 
~H(t) ~ o...e~1t 
V (t)::. b e ~~ t tH , t f~~ I'" Q'O) 
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for some 
for some 
Then the direct substitution of t\-\ (t ) in the explicit expression of 
cond (¥tI) leads easy ly to 6.9). 
Now we recall that, in terms of H(t), the explicit expression of 6.10) 
is 
6.10' ) 
and distinguish two cases 
C. I) 
C.II) R-1 ~ ~2. 
For C. I ), we choose h" ::. ~ 2. in 6.11) and H (t ) =- ~ 4 t € iT< . 
t~en i~ is easy to see that also 6.10') holds. 
As 'for ' C.II) t we deal first with cases 5.28) and 5.31): let us 
take H(t)to be any function such that 
~ .,.. 0 ~ small 
6.12) o < l, 1. .( ~ 2. , t 'l r ,1' large 
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where 
_ t1 is as in figures 5 and 8 and 
6.14) is actually the restriction of 6.10') to(- "" • t 1 + 6 J . wi th !-l(t)" ~ 1 : 
a short calcul'ation shows that 6.13) and 6.14) are compatible by taking 
h~close enough to 1- [c'l")' 4("I-1)~.lt tLJ 
Finally £ in 6.12) is defined by 
6.15) 
We have to check that € > 0 : 
.. 
, V / x) as in 4. 13} • 
by construction we have "that V e (x ) )' 0 on the whole strip t :> t 1 .. l I' , 
X (0 ~ L .l.] as in figures 5. 8. 
Moreover it is clear that 
Then it is sufficient to show that 
. 6.16) 
t?,t., .. ~ )( ~ r~4' ~1] 
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-
Let us call x = and write 
6.17) ~I >- 0 
From the explicit expression of Vtlx ) I the limit in 6.16) is 
6.18) 2 r \ _t ( t . (v _ ) f-)-"Je - ,,\-1)e. (- . 11m ~ '( + _ X _ '/ ) + 
L t -l 0 
\"-'f'Q<.) e +e 
Now we observe that 
-l ( ) _t ( t 
6.19) X + \'>-1 ~ - 1~1)e 
t - t 
l2, -+ e 
x + >0" ;/ 
because X is below H-N-D- on[t1+~ It~) in the case 5.28); and II-N-D 
is empty for t ~ t1 f b in the case 5.31). 
By using 6.19) and the expression of X it follows t.hat the limit 
in 6.18) is greater or eq~ai than 
6.20) 
that gives 6.16) and proves that a function H(t) as in 6.12) exists. 
By construction, t .-It) associated to H(t) as in 6.12) satisfies 
6.9) and 6.10). 
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The case (';-1) 2 - 1t ~2 -< 0 represents the most evident area of exi-
stence and in our context can be easyly treated just on the basis 
of the elementary Lemma 1:5.1.: just take H(t) to be a function that de 
creases I if necessary, slowly for t large: this is possible because 
in this case !let ) < -E E '> 0 for t large. Details in this di-
t 
rection are omitted because in this case the conclusion of 2.1) was 
already well-known by (S2): however the meaning of the restriction 
(,\-1)2:J. ~l<OiS·to be confined to a method of investigation based on com-
parisons with linear equations with constant coefficients. 
As a final step, it remains only to see that from i l"( l) satisfying 
6.9) and 6.10) we can construct the function ~(t) that satisfies 
4.6) and 4.7). 
Let <\., 6(0', "I) ,0.. so small as to have 
-
6.21) cond J ~ t-t )( t ) - 2. f f'l. 2 Ov (t) (i) H H 
Now let 
6.22) -
-
, .ct, as in 6.21). 
Then we are: infact, just reading 6.21), we have 
6.23) .. t t 
We observe that 
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'> 
rfLL 
6.24) tl + 0: t~ 1 ------. .---.- ~ 1 ~] t~ .. i H 
Now 6.24) and 6.9) give immediately 
6.25) >0 , 
Finally 6.25) and 6.23) tell us that our -f(t) satisfies cOl1d{·f )(i.) 70 
t:€ \R, that is to say 4.6). / 
Condition 4.7) is immediate from the explicit expression off(t)and 
this ends theorem.l.l.l. 
Remark 3: 
Oespi te the fact that we had to distinguish many different cases in 
section 5, we can conclude that the area H-N-D depends upon the 
4 parameters P, <=t J ~il~2. in an extremely regular way: this regularity 
has been vi tal to find the exact combination of the parameters that 
separates existence from-non-existence. We think that this great re-
gulari ty is related to the fact that equation 1.3) comes out 
from a problem of geometrical and variational interest. 
Our method can be applied to investigate the existence of special 
solutiom also in the ~ase of more general gravities and damping: but 
in the general case even a quite explicit knowledge about H-N-D may 
leave some uncertainty between .exis tence and non-existence : in par-
ticular, it can occur the following case: 
fj(t) '>- 0 t (n C H" 
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This case may be quite pathological, because H-N-D would be a strip, 
but H(t) may cross it wi thout J~creasing. 
A. useful tool that has helped out' thinking has been the computer: 
we have used it in the following elementary way: we were looking for 
a function ~(t) that satisfies cond(r ) '7 0 or condJt ) >- Q ; we took 
many different types of functions t (t) that satisfy the boundary 
conditions at !.OJ and made the computer print the values of cond(~) 
.or condJ~) in sufficiently many points: an elementary program works 
for this purpose. After some trials we were able to deduce which 
class of functions was more suitable and in which compact set these 
functions still needed to be modified. In our opinion, this kind of 
method can be valuable especially in the pathological cases mentio-
ned above; more generally, whenever it is possible to reduce the key 
point of a comparison argument to a no matter how complicated \ ne -
qua lity, as for instance in 4.6) • 
.. 
This seems to us to be of interest for the applications to concrete 
problems, because it reflects the following general idea: le~ls sup-
, 
pose that we have an ordinary dl.fferential equation" and we need to 
perform a qualitative investigation on the existence of special 
solutions (also more general boundary values problems can be include~ 
in order to apply comparison arguments, one may use, if such exist, 
differential equations similar to the given one, and having solutions 
that behave similarly to the re'i\Air~4 special solutions. 
But it is likely that this approach give just rough information, and 
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one may ',ose quite many interei~tingi solutions. 
,I 
-On the contrary, it is much more precise to compare the given equa-
. tion with equations of the sarne form and having solu Lions of the ::JU-
me type as the special solutions that we'seek: this was actually the 
essence of the comparison argument of sections 3-4. 
In general, such equations do not exist naturally, but they may be 
constructed; of course suchaconstruction depends upon the specific 
problemun~rconsideration, but the starting point is always imposing 
a suitably chosen function to be a special solution. Working in the 
spiri t of our section 4 leads quite naturally to re,duci\,~ the study 
of the given differential equation to the study of an associated 
differential I inequa~ity, in which case the computer can give rele-
vant help. In simple words, the computer can help <.Nt'" understandi <1,% o( 
the most sui table form for the function that must play the role of 
the re ~ IA i re~ special solution. 
Remark 4: 
The discussion of regularity across the focal varieties of 
~p+q ... 1 
J has been omitted, because one can repea~ exactly the ar-
guments of (Sl); we just limit ourselves to point out that 
Smi th I S treat 'ment of regularity can be shortened (see R 3) by sho-
wing that the maps of theorem 1.1.1. are globally weakly harmonic (EP) 
and belong to 
S 't t ~H 1 '') () 'C 0 ( s P .. , .. 1 5 't t ~ + -i, . 
/ . I ) 
then they are smooth by a regularity theorem of Hildebrandt (EL1 p. 
10) • 
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Section 7 
In this section we discuss the consequences of theorem 1.1.1.: 
every non-existence statement is to be understood to hold for 
the class of maps of theorem 1.1.1., that is to say for equiva-
riant maps. 
Let the map cf
4 
of Theorem 1.1.1. be the identity id: S ~ S 7 
then the join map +1 * ~2. is the (q+1) -suspension of <\>.,; in this 
case ~L=q, and an elementary substitution in G.D.C. enables us 
to state! 
Corollary 1.7.1. 
Let q,.: ·sL...- S~ be any harmonic homogeneous polynomial of degree 
greater or equal than two, and let o/.t, be the identity map id: s~sq. 
Then the (q+l) -suspension of cf. -1 is harmonically representable 
by ap.. equivariant map of the form ~1 * t2 if and only if q=o •••. 5. 
Remark 5: 
The existence statement in corollary 1.7.1. was announced in 
(Rl): in that context, the key role in the comparison argument 
was played by the differential equation of the identity map id.: 
S p~~ S p+q+1 • ----.- ; in. this final version, this equation has been 
substi tuted by the differential equations that we have built 
up in order to apply Lemma 1.3.1.: in fact, the much more ele-
mentary comparison of (R1) had required also Smi th ' s .esti-
mate ,. and led only to a much weaker understanding of 
equation 1.3). 
Remark 6: 
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It is worth notic>~ng that not even polynomials of degcee ~'1 = 2 
can be suspended 7 times: 
, 
In fact, the substitution in G.D.C. a) gives 
Then the values K" =2, q=6=~2' p q 1 are precisely on the boun-
dary of the non-existence area. 
Now we give some applications of theorem 1.1.1. in the direc-
tion of existence. The reference for homotopy theory is Toda 
(T); liarmonic polynomials of spheres and their properties are 
listed and discussed in sec. 8 of (ELI). We are goi ng to use the 
following examples of harmonic 'homogeneous polynomial JIl:.I!>};: 
1 1 4 4 i S -7" S f S ~ S 2 1 
1 1 7 7 i S~ S f2 S ~S 3 
S3 --7 S 2 13 13 
7.1) hI f3 S ---7 S 
7 4 25 25 
h2 S ----=) S f4 S -:?> ..) 
15 8 5 5 
h3 S --) S gl S -> S 
19 S16 9 9 
Illl S ---i g2 S -~ S 
33 S32 
III 2 S ---? 
Where deg (i 2. ) =2, deg (i3 ) =3, h \. are the Hop f fi bra t ions, deg 
(h- )=2; f., g. arise as gradients of isopacametric functions, 
. \. \. \. 
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deg (f\.)=2, deg (gi)=3; mi. arise from orthogonal multiplications 
via the Hopf construction, deg (m~)=2. 
Among the above maps, we notice that 
do not satisfy Smith's damping conditions D.C. of section 1, 
but we have 
Examples 1: 
Corollary 1.7.1. can be applied to each of the maps in 7.2): 
harmonic suspensions of h give a harmonic representative for 
3 
the generator of Ifn+t (Sn ) = 7L240 n=9 •..••• 14. 
m" represents twice the generator of 11'9 (S 16) = 7L24 : then 
we 0 have a harmonic representative for twice the generator of 
n=17 ••.•••. 22. 
Suspensions of f 3 ' f~ 0 give harmonic maps cp: St1 - Stl of 
Brouwer degree ± 2 , n=14 ••••• 19, 26 •..•• 31. 
I Sl'\o+01 Suspensions of m 2. give harmonic maps (): ---.... , S" 
n=33 ••••• 38. 
A simple calculation in G.D.C. allows to state a second nice 
corollary: 
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Corollary 1.7.2. 
Let 4>,,: s P_ s~ ¥2: S1_ SS be two harmonic homogeneous po-
lynomials of the same degree (K1 = K 2. ). Then t 1 * <h. can be har-
monically represented. 
This corollary has interesting applications in the case 
Examples 2: take any map in 7.2) and join it with any map among 
For instance, this gives maps cp n n S - S of Brouwer degree 
..±. 4, n=15, 21, 27, 33 and sur j ecti ve harmonic maps 
n n S --+ S of Brouwer degree 0, n=18, 30. 
The harmonic join hz. * h,3. gives a harmonic representative forthe 
Examples 3: 
One can join any two different maps among those in 7.2): for 
..l 39 39 instance,we have harmonic maps l' : S --. S of Brouwer degree 
+ 4. 
Examples 1, 2, 3 do not exhaust all the new harmonic maps pro-
duced by theorem 1.1.1.: for instance, the map f 3. does not 
satisfy D.C., but, according to G.D.C., it can be joined with 
all maps of degree 3, such as i
3
,gl ,g2 ; in particular, 
i * f 3 3 
S ::... S15 gives a harmonic map of Brouwer degree 
6. 
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Moreover, we notice that all the maps in examples 2, 3 are even; 
then they factorise to harmonic maps from real projective spa-
ces to spheres. 
The Hopf fibrations are also invariant under multiplication by 
e.~J- : 
then the harmonic maps h',3 * h 2. ' h'3 * h1 above factorise to new 
harmonic maps from complex projective spaces to spheres. 
Because of the composition properties of harmonic maps, combi-
ning our maps with totally geodesic spheres into manifolds gi-
ves further harmonic maps: examples in this direction can be 
produced easily by using the work of Fomenko (FO). 
Finally we point out that the· role of 41 '<\>1. in our construction 
can also be played by the well-known polynomial minimal immer-
sions described by Do-Carmo-Wallach in (OW): 
in this case the equi variant harmonic join yields non-polyno-
.J... ,L p p+q 
mial maps 'f'" .... * 't' 2.. : S -to S which are har.monic but not 
minimal. 
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Section 8 
Now we occupy ourselves with the Hopf construction. 
Let be any continuous map. 
Then the Hopf construction distinguishes a map (>+f\+1 n .. 1 H: S ... S'\. 
as follows: 
we write every point 
rof>H rv ~~1 
11\ x 11\ as 
z = sin s x + cos s y , XES r , y €. S <t, 
rz. • ., rt)'t"-
x
1 JR 
and every point u E. S f,; u\ as 
u = sin s w + cos s ,wES"t, s€[o.lrJ 
Now, let 0(, : [ 0, ~ 1-[0 ,1f] be any continuous function 
such that 
i) 
ii) 
at (0) = 0 
O«s)c. (o,1f) , se.(o,]!:). 
2. 
Then H'. S r~ Stt+1 ___ ~ is distinguished by 
(sin s x + cos s y) ~ sin ~(s) F (x, y) + cos c«s) 
Properly speaking, H is a family of homotopic maps that de-
pend on the choice of the function eX :the problem will consist 
in determining a special function ~ in such a way that the cor 
be a harmonic map. responding H 
~c\t 
In order 1\ this problem makes sense, we have to impose condi-
tions on the map F: precisely, we require that F be harmonic 
of constant energy density with respect to each variable separ~ 
tely (i. e. for each y € S'l , the map x _ F (x, y) is harmo-
nic of constant energy densi ty }.1 Y and, similarly, for each 
x ~ sP ,the map 
gy density A~. ). 
2 
Y --to- F (x, .y) is harmonic of constant ener-
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For example, orthogonal multiplications supply wi th a large 
- number of such F, as illustrated in section 11. 
Under this hypothesis on F, the equi variant theory can be ap-
plied and a similar procedure to that for the join leads to the 
following pendulum equation 
S ,n 0« l ) W1 cI( t ) :;::: 0 
Conditions i), ii) above are now expressed by 
lim 0<. (t) = '1f lim 0( (t) = 0 
t-+OO t .... -OO 
8.2) 
eX (t) 
€. 
(0 ,1t) t E; rR 
We are going to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 1. 8.1. : 
Let F: S r x s ~ S'l be a map which is harmonic with constant 
energy density ~L, i = 1, 2, in each variable separately. 
2. 
Then its Hopf construction f .. q·1 'l. ... 1 H: S • S can be represented 
harmonically provided that the following Hopf damping condi-
tions hold 
p=q 
H.D.C. or ~1= ).2. 
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\lvS 
Theorem 1.8.1. enables to produce harmonic maps between spheres 
" 
of large dimension, as we will show in section 11. 
In order to prove the theorem, we introduce in section 9 two 
• + 
functions 6 0 , ~ () that play a similar role to that of 
of section 2 for the join • 
• + .-
The crucial estimates for f3. 0 ' f3 0 will be proved in section 10. 
Section 9: 
The proof of theorem 1.8.1. consists in showing that, if H.D.C. 
hold, then equation 8.1) admits a solution as in 8.2). 
We deal first with the non-symmetric case; the symmetric case 
is elementary and treated separately at the end of section 10. 
First it is convenient to make the substitution f.>(t) =O(t)-~ j 
so 8.1) and 8.2) become respectively 
9 .1 ) B "t t) + rt? ~ .,) e. - t_ (~-1 ) e tJ (3 t( t ) + 
't -t e. +{!, 
lim {3 ( t) 1r , lim ~(t) 'lr =- = 
--
t_+OQ 2. t- - 1:10 2. 9.2) 
p..(t) .t: (- :!f 11 ) ttrR , 
-2 
We indicate with G (t) = the gravity force 
and with "0 (t) - the damping force 
It may be helpful to visualize on figure 9 how the two forces in 
fluence the motion of the pendulum in particular, we notice 
that, if the motion is clockwise,D(t) increases the speed of 
the pendulum when it is negative; 
and it reduces the speed when positive. 
o 
Figure 9. 
Let us fix S 6. fK. We investigate the 
following question: 
• + 
Does it exist a positive number f~o(S) 
such that the solution f3 (t ) of 9.1) 
distinguished by 
) ~(S) = 0 
9.3) l&>(5)::; ~:(s.) 
increases asymptotically to JI as t increases from S? 
.. .z 
. U\W' 
This would correspond to throwAt~e pendulum/that initially is 
"heading stra1ght"down/just hard enough as to make it reach the uE, 
right position at time equals to + 00 • 
We remark that the gravity G (t) is limited, positive and boun~ 
ded away from zero; so, if there was no damping in 9.1), the 
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answer to the above question would always be affirmative. 
But, no matter how softly you have pushed the pendulum, the 
damping force D(t) may make it reach the upright position in 
finite time. 
A first useful thing that we can say is the following: 
let t T~} n~ N be an increasing sequence of real numbers 
such that lim Tn = + 00, 
n-++ Q() 
Then a standard Nagumo theorem (see 5.2) in (81» ensures that 
equation 9.1) has solutions Bt1 (t) such that on[s,~] we have: 
B (t ) 
h 6. (0 1'r) , 2 , 
9.4) 
The sequence of solution~~n(t) subconverges 
pact sets to a solution ~ (t) • 
11 
-2 
in on com-
If {3 (t) is not the trivial solution (Le. 'P(t)¥ 0 ), then it 
is easy to see that it has the required properties and in this 
• + 
case f3. <> (S) is defined (its uniqueness is straightforward). 
• + 
Now we determine a condition on S that guarantees that ra 0 (s ) 
is defined. 
Lett<> be the point in which the damping force D(t) vanishes 
( i.e. t = 
a 
1 
2' 
19r P-l-J l q-l this makes 
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sense because H.D.C. hold and we are not in the symmetric case). 
In order to prove that the BIOi t solution P-> (t) is not trivial, 
it is clearly enough to know that the sequence fsnt~)iS bounded 
away from zero: and this is what happens if S < to' 
Infact, if S <. to , the effect of the damping force on [5, to) is 
to reduce the speed of the pendulum: so, clearly, if the ini-
tial push is not hard enough, let us say if t3 n(S) t E , for 
some E > 0., then (3h (t) would turn down before to . That is to 
say, ~n($hs bounded away from zero if S< to: a detailed proof 
can be easyly performed by comparing, on (~ ,to] ,the given 
equation 9.1) with the equation of a pendulum with no damping 
and constant gravity A = m, n. {A1 , A 2. } • 
• + t 
By summarizing, {~o (s) is well-defined for every S e(- QO, (I); 
• + 
we call t+ ' if there exists, the first point in which f3o(S}is 
not defined; otherwise, we set t ... = + 00 • 
• + 
In conclusion, ~o(5)is a well-defineq,positive-valued function 
on (- \lO, t +) , where t + € [to I + (0) u 1 ... DO I . 
• + 
Standard arguments ensures the continui ty of ~ 0 (S) on (- t)O, t t ) 
and moreover, if t + < + QQ.. , then lim t3: (S ) = 0 • 
s-t~ 
This last fact is also obvious if one thinks of the physical 
. Q+( situation described by equation 9.1: ufact, ' .... 0 S) can cease 
to be defined in t+ only.if the initial push that makes the 
pendulum stay vertical at + ~ tends to zero when S approaches 
to t ... 
Analogously, we introduce the function ~:(S)in such a way that 
a solution 13(t) of 9.1) with initial data 
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s {3(s) = 0 
l {3(5) ~ f.3:(S) 
decreases asymptotically to - JI as t decreases from S . 
2 
~:(S)is a well-defined, continuous, positive-valued function 
on an open interval (t_ , +00). where t_E:(-OO, to J V ~ -!/OJ. 
Moreover. if t _ 7' - 00, then 
The theorem is proved if we show that there exists a point S in 
• .. . + 
which f..o and I=>o are both defined and [-3 + (S ) Q - (-) 
<1' .:::: 1-> 0 S • 
Section 10 
In this section we end the proof of theorem 1.8.1., that is to 
say we show that the conditions Ii.D.C. are sufficient to the 
existence of S as at the end of section 9. 
More precisely. we will prove: 
i) 
i1) 
iii) 
2 (q-1) 
2 (p-l) 
(q-l) 
implies 
.,. it ~ 2. implies 
> ~ 'A 1 implies 
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.. Clearly the validity of i), ii) and iii) forces the existence 
of S ,as shown in figure 10. 
. -
------~--------~--_7?_--~----------~ 
5 
Figure 10. 
Remark 7: 
The hypothesis in i) has not been required explicitly in theo-
rem 1.8.1. because it is well-known that 'A." A2. are eigenva-
lues of the laplacian on spheres, and consequently ~.,? p, \1. ~ 1. 
But our method of investigation of equation 9.1) requires the 
hypothesis in i) to be satisfied. 
Roughly, the hypothese..s in ii), ii i) (i.e. H. D. C.) make sure 
that a special solution as in 9.2) be not to close respectively 
to the trivial solution f3( t. ):. _ -rr 
2. 
and f3(t).:: 'i ; 
on the other hand, the ass~mption in i) makes the exceptional 
solution be not to close to the trivial solution (3(t) = 0 . 
From now on,alittle familiarity with the proof of theorem 1.1.1. 
A 
can. help.·· 
. . 
We start with i): in order to see 
• + 
to show that f.;o{to) is defined: 
that t+ '> to' it is enough 
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Lemma 1.10.1. 
~et us suppose that there exists a differential equation of the 
form 
" f 
10.1) f3 (t) + D(t) (3 (t) + A(t) Sin f-)(t) CoS {?>(t) = 0 
such that 
10.2) A (t) < Get) 
(we recall that &(t):: \2 e ... ).."i"_ . [t t 
- t -t e + e 
[
<f-1 )( ~ (~_1){J D (t ) = t _ t 
-e ... e. 
and equation 10.1) has a solution F(t) such that 
10.3) 
lim F(t):: T 
t .... + QO 
. + 
Then f3 0 (to) is defined. 
Proof: 
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_ We take a sequence of solutions BV\(t)as in section 9 (withS::.tJ: 
• + . 
then P-»o(to)is defined provided that f3 n(to) ~ £ \f n , for 
some E.. ..,. O. 
We claim that such E can be taken to be c::. f( to): 
Infact, suppose (3n(to ) <. E:. F(to): then there exists T as in 
figure 11. 11: 
~ 
~ A{t) !G.(t} , 
--------t--~--------------------------~,~I-----..... 
lr -rn Figure 11. 
Because of 10.2), the gravity G( t) pushes (3y\ (t) toward zero 
stronger than A(t) does for F(t)i moreover, the initial push 
of F(t) is stronger than the one of Bon(t). The two equations 
9.1), 10.1) have the same damping, thus the existence of T as in 
figure 11 is physically not acceptable. The detailed mathematical 
proof. follows exactly the arguments of Lemma 1. 3.1. 
.. 
Then, in order tQ see that t .... .,. to, we only need to build 
up a differential equation as in the hypothesis of Lemma 1.10.1. 
We follow a similar procedure to that one used for the join 
(see section 4):we impose F(t) to be of the form 
10.4) 
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We show that, if G\, is chosen . sufficiently small, then 
" , 10.5) Fo..(t) + D(t) • F",(t) + G(t) sin (Fl.\.(t» cos (Fq.(t» >0 
tE. (t Q +(YJ). I 
Because Fo..(t) satisfies 10.3), the fulfilment of 10.5) gua-
rantees that Lemma1.10.1.can be applied: infact, just take 
[ " A(t) = -F",,(t) 
sin (F~(t» cos (F~(t» 
and 10.5) tells G(t) > A(t), 
The crucial point is to check 10.5), for which we proceed by 
direct substitution: remembering the identity 
sin x cos x = tan x 
2. 1 + tan x 
it is easy to see that 10.5) is equivalent to 
10.6) 
We make the substitution 
y = (t - to) , so that 
t 
e.,' = 
Now 10.6) is equivalent to 
10.7) 
2 -2.~ 
+ 
i 
_t t-
(p - 1) e.. - (q - 1) e 
+-------- + 
(p - 1) 
(q - 1) 
(q - 1) 
(p - 1) 
-1 e 
L -1 rJ 
• ~ - e. _ 
y 
y >0 
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• 
_The limit fory..,.~ of the left hand-side of 10.7) is 
10.8) 
'- 2 Ov 1.. + [fM t V~ 
• 
Under the hypothesis of i), we have 
. ... Moreover, we notice that, lf 0...-.0, the left hand-side of 10.7) 
increases for every y > 0 • 
By using this fact and substituting 10.9) in 10.8), we can con-
.clude that there exist two small numberS X, b > 0 such that 
10.10) {
Condition 10.7) 
wheneveF 
Now we show that 
is satisfied on 
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+ \ J(~ y \ ~M"1) -1 ). 2 ( Q.. + "1 - e.. • 1-1) (r-~ . 
-1 
• >0 
From. 10.11) the thesis follows: infact, let us denote with R(y) 
the left hand-side of 10.11): it is elementary. that 
10.12) 
Then, from 10.12) and 10.11) it follows that ~(y)has positive 
minimum, that we denote wi t~ m, on [ ~ , + 00) 
Now take ~{O,X.)so small as to have 
2 0..,2. 
.( tn y ,.. 0 
-
1\+0:11-
2 
Then :.RCy ) - ·2 G\. - '"7.0 . 
"' ... 0..,'1. 12. 
In order to prove 10.11), we notice that the numerator of R,y) 
Le. 10.7) holds globally, 
is greater than 
10.13) 
-1 Y 
e. - e.. 
Now we recall that 
10.14) tan h ( Y) <. 'I 
+ e.
y 
+ e.- y 
I Y >0 
By using 10.14) in 10.13) we have immediately 10.11). 
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An analogous argument in back~ward time shows that t_ < too ,and 
this ends the proof of i). 
Now we prove ii). 
We have to show that there exists t ~ ~ . + such that (3Q is not 
defined in t : this follows essentially the same non-existence 
argument as the case of the join. 
In.:fac~, let f3(t) be a solution of 9.1) such that 
-~(t )-:: 0 
10.14) 
-We show that, if t is large, such a solution can not exist. 
A solution as in 10.14) can be written as 
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-
10.15) t e(t, +-00) 
where t 1 f. (t I + QO) , c. 6 lR , ,and the 
function H(S) is uniquely determined by B(t). 
Exactly as in 6.8) and 4.15) b) we have 
lim H(t) = +00 
-
10.16) t-+t 
lim H(t) = ~2 ~2. ::> 0 
t-+ + 00 
where, as usual,. ~z is related to A2. by 
10.17) \2. - ~2.. (~2. + ,,-1) 
As in 4.11), we have that the following inequality must hold: 
I t -t t 
H(t)+H(t) .... (p-1)e -(~-1)e 
. !-I(t) + 10.18) 
e, t - t 
+e 
'A 2 e. t -+- X1 e -t + 
. /' 0 
e
t 
+ e- t 
t€ (t , .... QO) 
From 10.18) we have an .area. H-N-D in which H ( t) can not de-
crease, exactly as in section 4. 
Because of the hypothesis ii), for t large the area H-N-D is 
thick, because the function ~(t) -:: (1-1)2_ it A2. 7 0 • 
Then, if t is large, the function H(t) would be forced to cross 
H-N-D decreasing somewhere; this gives the contradiction that 
we were after' (see figure 12). 
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L,_. --.-. .;.;;.;;;.=:... ~ [~_1 + [<"-, {- 1, A. J 
\ .:.·t',}i' 
" 
.\. 
". , . 
t-I~ ~+_1- J<'1-1)'..1, >-lJ 
-~2. 
-------------------------.~-----------------.~~ 
figure 12. 
Analogously, one proves ii i) and this ends the non-symmetric 
case. 
Symmetric case: 
Inthesj~metric case p=q,)..... =~.2.' i i) . and' ii i) are not necessary: 
A 1 /' p-:l, ~ 2.'" q-1 in order to make sure .~ejust need to ~se 
.. + 
that 1>:; ( t(» are definea. 
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• + • -
- Then the symmetry forces Bo(to ) =Bo(to )' 
Moreover, in the case p=q= A..., = Al , the exceptional solution 
~ (t) can be determined explicitely. 
Section 11 
\1.4 
In this section we show that theorem 1.8.1. enablesAto produce 
interesting har~onic maps between spheres of large dimensions. 
Let be a bilinear map such 
that I F ( x, y)j = \ x I ·1 y I ; 
Then F is called an orthogonal multiplication. 
The induced map 
11.1) F 
is a totally geodesic embedding in each variable separately, 
and: .. · belongs to the class of maps of theorem 1.8.1. with 
A" = p, ~ 2. = q. 
In particular, if p = q,-then we are in the symmetric case and 
the exceptional solution of equation 8.1) is determined expli-
ci dy : actually, in this case it is well- known that the Hopf 
construction produces harmonic homogeneous polynomial maps of 
degree 2. For example, the three Hopf fibrations arise in this 
-way, by taking F to be respectively the multiplication of 
complex, quaternionic and Cayley numbers. Other examples of 
this form have been indicated in 7.1). 
Rather more interesting are the applications of theorem 1.8.1. 
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in the non-symmetric case. 
As an immediate consequence of theorem 1.8.1., we have that the 
p+q+1 r+1 
Hopf construction H(F) : S • S of a map F as in 11.1) 
can be represented by a harmonic map provided that p,q ~ 6. 
It is not known for which values of p, q, r there exists an 
orthogonal multiplication as in 11.1); but important results 
have been obtained in the case q = r : 
Theorem (.Hu.) : 
p 
There exists an orthogonal multiplication F : S x 
if and only if p and q are of the following form 
p ~ 2eJ. + 8 (3 - 1 o~o<.~ 3 
11.2) 0< ... 4B 
q = 2 • (2 t +1) - 1 
The maps in the previous theorem have relevant importance in 
th.e:. theory of fibre bundles because it can be Shown (A) that 
rJ... p = 2 I + 8 ~ - 1 is the greatest possible number of linearly 
:i.ndependent vector fields on S 9 ; moreover, such p vector fields 
can be e~plici tly constructed by using orthogonal mul tiplica-
tions. (Hus). 
Now we need :to r.ecall something about the (stable) J-homomor 
phism. 
Let f 
p q 9 
S x S --- S be a continuous map. 
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We have already seen (sec. 8) that the Hopf construction of f 
l.l(f) '. S p+q+l S q+l. H(f)"- (S q+l). gives a map 1 ., l.e. c "P+<.'\t1 
Now we identify the continuous functions 
p .. ,. 
s ':'-6(q+l) with a 
subset of the continuous functions f: sP x S~~ sq : it is 
clearly enough to require that the map y -+ f(x ,y) be an ortho-
gonal trasformation of S", for every x E: sP . 
'rhe·standard J-homomorphism is the map 
11.3) 
, obtained by restricting the Hopf construction to 
lTp ( @ (q+1». 
The map J is a homomorphism (WH); if q)- p, then J determines 
, S 
a map between'the stable groups, that we denote by jp: Trp({;» - -rr;. 
The ·map· jp' . is called the stable J-homomorphism. 
:In 'the stable case q)- p, we have, the following facts: 
11.4) (see ABS) 
11.5} J p is injective for p = 0, 1 mod.8 (see KM) 
11.6) Every class of in the image of J p can 
• 
be represented as the image (via J f ) of an orthogonal 
multiplication F: sP x sq- S9 (see Corollary 1.6 (Ba»;" 
inor,eover, every such a map is homotopic to a quadr~ 
tic homogeneous polynomial map (Ba). 
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By using 11.6) and theorem 1.8.1., we obtain harmonic maps bet-
ween spheres of arbitrarily large dimensions (not prescribed): 
Corollary 1.11.1. 
Let [f] E -rr:be a stabie class in the image of the stable J~ho 
momorphism . J :Tr '.( e) ~ lT r , . p)-/6. 
P P P 
Then there exists q> p such that [f] can be represented by a harmo 
nic .map -t. i· p+q+1 .•• q+1 S .--to- S .• 
Moreover, cp is I· even.· . ..; and therefore gives rise to a harmonic 
map 1> : 1Pr:+q+1 • S q+1 
The values of p in 11.5) give examples in which the maps of 
Corollary 1.11.1. are homotopically non-trivial; other non-tri 
vial examples can be obtained for p=3, 7 mod. 8 (KM). 
We also point out that all our harmonic maps arising from or-
thogonal multiplications as in 11.2) are surjective and ho-
motopic to quadratic homogeneous polynomials. 
Finally, we remark that a map p q ~ F : S x S -+ S which is har-
monic in each variable separately is not necessarily an or tho-
gonal multiplication; also such maps have not been classified. 
An example in this direction, which does not satisfy H.D.C. of 
theorem 1.8.1., is given in Chapter II, sec. 6. 
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C II fl. PTE H II 
In section 1 we establish a general setting for equivariant 
theory; this is of substantial importance for our purposes, be-
cause all the ordinary differential equations that we study in 
this thesis arise from equivariant methods. 
In section 2 we take up a program of Coo-deformations of metrics 
and from this point of view study again the join and the Hopf 
construction of Chapter I: as a result, we obtain that the re-
strictions G.D.C. and H.D.C. in theorems 1.1.1. and 1.8.1. can 
be completely removed, provided that sui table riemannian me-
trics are introduced (see section 3 for statements of the re-
suIts); moreover, the same holds for maps into ellipsoids (sec. 
7). 
Section 1 
We start with illustrating a simple but instructive example: 
Let (M, g) and (N, h) be two riemannian manifolds, respectively 
of dimension m, n. 
Consider the warped products 
M x (o;tr) 2 1 A (s) g + ds 
1.1) with metrics 
2 l.. B (s) h + ds , N x (0,1f) 
where s c: ( 0, 1T) and A ( s) t. B ( s ) are smooth positive func-
tions on (o,IT). 
We will be interested in maps of the following type: 
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N x (0,11) 
1.2) 
(x, s)' (4) (x), o«s» 
where 
o{: ( 0 ,1T ) ---- ( 0 ,V ) are smooth maps. 
Now it comes the crucial point: 
If <p is harmonic with constant energy density -e..(<\», then ~ 
is harmonic if and only if the function ~ satisfies the fol-
lowing ordinary differential equation: 
1.3) I I 0( /I ( s ) + mA ( s) 0( (s) 
A(s) 
2 -e( <P) B(c;,( (s» Bt (<:l{ (s» = 0 
A2.(s) 
Let us analyse the following particular case: 
A(s) = B(s) = sin s. 
In this case, the two warped products in 1.1) are respectively 
minus the two poles. 
If :t;he .func:tion· 0<" (s) satisfies 
1.4) lim <:>( (s) = 0 
s-+o+ 
lim f:::>( (s) = 1f 
s-V-
then the map in 1.2) can be extended to a continuous map 
G4 
- 7* m+1 SI1+1 \.V ;S ~ ; just send the south pole to the south pole 
-J... 
and the north pole to the north pole. 
* The map 1? is called the first suspension of 4> ; if equation 
1 3) ' t· f' d th ;r:."*. h . S rrl +1 . th t • IS sa 1S 1e, en ~ 1S armon1C on . mInus e wo 
poles: the question whether ~ *" is globally harmonic is usually 
investigated on the basis of regularity arguments. 
If M and N are not spheres, the suspension can be performed as 
well: but, in this case, the standard completions of the two 
warped products in 1.1) obtained by adding two points, are not 
homeomorphic to . manifolds any more: actually, they are spaces 
with conical singularities; this aspect of the theory will be 
treated separately in section 3 of Chapter III. 
In conclusion, the emphasis with these examples lays on the 
following points: 
a) Reduction to an ordinary differential equation occurs when 
the symmetries of f enable to make analysis by separ'ation 
of variables: the harmonici ty of 4> controls the variables 
on the cross-section M and the equa tion 1.3) controls the 
suspension parameter. 
In the language of geometric optics, 2 is said to be wave-
front preserving. 
b) The study of the relevant equation corresponds to doing ana-
lysis on an open manifold: the most interesting cases arise 
when such an op~n manifold is a dense open set in a com-
pact manifold: in this case, in order to give a global mea-
ning to the analysis, one must impose boundary condi tions 
as in 1. 4) • 
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Other cases occur when the completions of our open manifold 
is a manifold with boundary or a singular space. 
c) The case B' (s) := 0 is elementary and of little interest; 
in the relevant cases we have B' (s) 4= 0, then it is clear 
that equation 1. 3) doesn't make sense if the requirement 
-e... ( cp) = constant is not fulfilled; geometrically, this 
means that the harmonic suspension requires that all points 
of the cross-section M look alike: thi s homogene i ty is 
expressed preCisely by t «P ):; constant. 
Now we are in the right position to give the general defini-
tions. 
Let (M, g) be a m-dimensional riemannian manifold on which 
there exist distributions S1 ' j=l •.•..• p, such that: 
p 
i) ($ S:r ),l( = Tx M Xe M 
3'",1 
ii) S. 
-L SJ" i*J" t 
iii) SJ' is locally integrable, j=l .•.•• p. 
For example, M can be a product of riemannian manifolds; but 
a twisted product as well. 
Let Mr be the integral submanifold corresponding to the distri 
bution SJ" and g,. be the induced metric on M:T' 
(M r , g7 in general makes sense only locally). 
We will develop ·the equivariant theory on the following class 
of riemannian manifolds: 
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M x (a, b) with riemannian metric 
1. 5) 
where s €. (a, b) and AJ"(s), h(s) are smooth posi tive functions 
on (a, b)j M and g1 as above. 
We call a manifold as in 1.5) an equivariant manifold. 
In order to study maps between two equi variant manifolds, we 
use. the above notations for the domain; for the range, we deno-
te our equivariant manifold as follows: 
N x (c, d) with riemannian metric 
1.6) ~ 2-L z 2. Bi(s) h·+ V\ (s) ds 
. l. \..:: 1 
where sE.(c, d) and B\.(s), R(s) are smooth positive functions 
on (c, d); N plays the role of M, and hi. are the metrics 
corresponding to distributiens Ti' i=1 ••..•• q. 
Let <}: M--..N and 0< :(a, b)_ (c, d) be smooth maps. A map 
~ of the form 
~ Mx (a, b)_N x (c, d) 
1. 7) 
(x, s) I-jo. (t (x), ~ ( s) 
is said to be an equi variant map if 4> : M -to- N satisfies 
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1.8) 
is harmonic with constant energy densi ty ~4»J" 
j =1 .•... p. 
where by condition ii) we mean: 
write xca M as (xi' •.. , xp ), with X~6. Mt\ ' R =1 ..... p. 
(This is possible because locally M looks like a product 
and both. i) and ii) are local conditions). 
-Let us fix X~~MR' ~:f: j, and consider 
Condition ii) requires that such a map be harmonic, with con-
stant energy density -e (4))1'' that does not depend upon the choi-
ce of x_e. MR , ~;f j. 
Remark 1: 
Roughly speaking, the class of equivariant manifolds is large: 
but the difficul:ty is to construct equivariant maps when M is 
not a product of manifolds. A nice example in this direction 
is given in(Bl:: example 5.~.5.) 
A straightforward computation leads to 
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-Reduction theorem: If ~ as in 1. 7) is equi variant, then <IJ is 
harmonic· if and only if c{ (s) satisfies the following second 
. "-
order differential equation: 
\I \ 1.9) 0< (5) + o{(s} + 
where ~r=dim (57) and iT is as in 1.8). 
Moreover, the energy densi ty of t is expressed by 
1.10) 
r 
e.(~ )(~) = 2 
j::.1 A'l.. ($) 
T 
+ 
se, (a, b) 
We point out that all the differential equations that occur in 
this thesis are particular cases of equation 1.9). 
In order to make the reader more familiar wi th the concepts 
that we have introduced so far, we describe how the above equi-
G9 
variant theory applies to the join of two harmonic homogeneous 
polynomials of spheres. 
Take 
r 9 
M = S x S 
N = S"t x Ss 
with the standard product metrics gl+ g2 
Then 
(a, b) = (c, d) = (o,lf ) 2-
A., (s) = B" (s) = sin s 
A2.,(s) = B2.(s) = cos s 
h (s) s R(s) 
-
1 
p '} 
S x S x (o,I) with metric 
2 
.2 %. ds2. sin s g~ + cos s g~+ 
f+1+1 
is isometric to S minus 
the two focal varieties; and, analogously, the range is dense 
"t~S+1 in S • 
Let 1> : M-N be of the form 
p ~ '?. 5 
S x S ---.'?"~ S X S 
where +~, i = 1,2, is harmonic with constant energy density ¢(cf);= \\ 
2 
Remark 2: 
In. the case of maps between spheres, the requirements <I' harmonic 
with constant energy density and 1 harmonic homogeneous polyno-
mial in the sense of Chapter 1, sec. 1, are equivalent. 
!-et us consider 
f q 
S x S x (0 ,1r) 
z 
1.10' ) 
(x,s) ~.... (+ (x) , ol.. (s) ) 
where 4> is as above. 
It is elementary to see that ~ is equi variant, with 
i=1, 2. 
Ifo(s) satisfies the boundary conditions 
1.11 ) lim 0( (s) = 
s-+o'" 
o , lim c{ (s) = 
S_11-
2 
then~ has a continuous extension to a map 
x* ~+,\+1 't+S+1 
~ :S_S 
lr 
2 
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* The map f is exactly the join map f 1 .... 4~ introduced in Chapter I I 
section'l. 
~~ f+<\+1 By following equation 1.9), ~ is harmonic (on S minus the 
focal varieties) if and only if 
1.12) 0(, "(s) + 
[ 
'A,. 
• 2-
Sln s 
sin s ~ 0<. '(s) + 
cos s 
sin (O«s» cos (~(s) = 0 
s£(o,!!.) 
2. 
t rn 
After the substi tution ~ = tan s t tel", the equation 1.12) 
becomes the equation 1.3) of Chapter I. 
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Remark 3: 
Equivariant theory is widely illustrated in P. Baird's book 
(B1), where calculations are performed extensively and also 
connections between this theory and isoparametric functions are 
pointed out. 
In order to follow the notations of (B1), let us call 
1.13) 
r 
£1 s = 2:. A',. (s) RT 
J"=1 AT (s) 
• 
A2 (s) 
J' 
jA-'r (01 (S») =- - Bi.«>«S») 
B~:r(~(.s» 
In these notations, the equation 1.9) becomes 
.. 
1.14) 
l. 
+ ~(S) 
~2.(d(S )} T::1 
KI(~(S)) 
R (~(S») 
.:::: <.:::> 
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However, we remark that our approach to equi variant theory has 
essentially two new features: 
a) The open manifolds on which we perform our equivariant ana-
lysis may be dense on spaces with cone-like singularities 
(see Chapter III, sec. '3). 
b) The integral manifolds M:r above are not required to have 
constant curvature: just considering elementary warped pro-
ducts shows that b) actually increases the generality of the 
theory (see Chapter III, sec~ 2). 
Section 2 
~irst: we introduce the concept of equivariant deformation of 
~ metric. 
r T q to, 
In section 1 we wrote (an open dense subset of) S as 
Suppose that we replace the metric in 2.1) with a metric of the 
form 
2.2) 
h(s) are smooth positive functions on (o,-:!E). 
2. 
Then equivariance is clearly preserved. 
Of course, if we want to continue to consider the manifold 
f' ~ f+C\+1 
S x S x (o,!C) as a dense open set into S , we must make 
2 
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sure that 
a) The functions A1(s), A2 (s), h(s) behave qualitatively respe£ 
tively as sin s, cos sand 1: this ensures that the comple-
f' <} 
tion of S x S (0,!I) can be realised topologically as a 
Z 
(p+q+1)-dimensional sphere . 
b) The metric in 2.2) extends to a smooth riemannian metric on 
the whole S P .. ,,+ 1 
Example 1 
Take the metric in 2.2) to be of the form 
2.3) 
where· 
2.4) h(s) =1 s E. (0, £ ) V (!:. .. € "![) , 
2 ' 2.. 
for some small E"7 o. 
The metric 2.3) coincides with the euclidean around the focal 
varieties: then it is globally smooth and gives a first example 
.. 
a' non-standard riemannian metric on Sf>" !)+1 • 
Example 2 
Equivariant deformations of the euclidean metric can give rise 
also to very well-known objects: for instance, if 2.3) is re-
placed by 
2.5) 
2. • :. 2. 2. 
a Sln s g1+ b cos s g~+ [2. 2. 2 zl 2-La cos s + b sin sJ ds 
of 
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then we have a standard ellipsoid. 
Example 3 
Of course, equivariant deformations of metrics can be performed 
on manifolds other than spheres. 
Let (8m ,g1) be the standard m-sphere: . Then 
2.6) sb:(o,i] and 
2.7) ( 8tTl ( ) • hL d .2.) X 0 r + pO , s 1 n s g1 + S sc( 0, +~) . 
are respectively m+-1 J} B (1) - 10 , i. e. the (m+1)-dimensional 
closed flat ball of radius 1 minus the origin and 
H tU+-1 _ to} , i.e. the (m+1)-dimensional hyperbolic space minus 
a point. 
Equivariant deformations can be obtained, for instance, by re-
placing the metrics in 2.6), 2.7) by respectively 
2. 2. dsL 2.8) s g1+ h (s) 
2.9) . 12 h2.( ) d Z. Slnn s ~1+ s S 
h(s) = 1, s€(o,E) • 
But of course other deformations can be performed as well. 
The equation 1.9) of the reduction theorem changes according 
to the equi variant deformations of metrics that we performe: 
tt 
this fact makes very natural to investigate the following pro-
1\ 
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blem: is it possible to produce equivariant deformations that 
guarantee that the corresponding reduc tion equation admits a 
solution with prescribed asymptotic behaviour? 
Because of the restrictions G.D.C. and H.D.C. in theorems 1.1.1. 
and 1.8.1. this problem is particulary interesting in the case 
of equivariant maps between spheres.We will show that G.D.C. 
and H.D.C. can be totally removed by performing suitable equi-
variant deformations: this will be the main object of the re-
maining part of this Chapter TI;section 7 is devoted to study 
maps into ellipsoids. 
The investigation of the previous question and related problems 
on manifolds other than spheres will be done in Chapter III. 
But, before beginning the study of equivariant maps of spheres, 
we make a few more comments on the reduction equation 1.9). 
Remark 4: 
Suppose that the functiono«s) that must play the role of the 
solution in 1.9) be preassigned. Then, one can look for metrics 
that make such ~n 0< (s) actually be a solution of 1. 9): this 
search is always a matter of first order differential equations. 
In particular, suppose that everything is preassigned in 1.9) 
except for the function h (s L: then. in terms of h (s). equation 
1.9) takes the form 
2.10) hI (s) - p-../ ( 5) h (s) 3 = - Qo( (~) h (s) 
2 2 
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where ~(s). Q~(s) are smooth functions that, in particular, de-
pend upon the choice of the functiono{ (s). 
Equation 2.10) is very special: in fact, after the substitution 
2.11) y(s) = 1 
2 
h (s) 
equation 2.10) becomes 
2.12) ( y (s) + ~(s) y(s) = Q~(s) 
The solution of the problem is now reduced to see whether 0< (s) 
can be chosen in such a way tha t 
i) ,O«s) has the required asymptotic behaviour. 
ii) the first order linear equation 2.12) has a solution y(s) 
that gives rise to a riemannian metric on the domain. 
The fact that 2.12) is linear, and then explicitely solvable, 
will be vital to investigate"condition ii). 
For instance, if one performs the same type of deformation, but 
in the range, ~e. WYltotl\1ters a complicated first order equation 
that,contrary to 2.12), is not explicitly solvable in general. 
Remark 5: 
Suppose that the reduction equation 1.9) be satisfied with 
h(s)=constant, ~ (s)=constant, and that o«s) be bijective. 
Then it is easy to check that, if we deform the domain and the 
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range by using 
h(s) any function 
2.13) 
then 1.9) is still satisfied. 
This means that, in this particular case, certain deformations 
on the domain can be controled explicit' y by introducing sui-
table deformations on the range. 
This applies, for instance, to the join and (-Iopf construction 
of Chapter I. 
In fact, in those cases, we produced many harmonic maps with 
h(s).= 1, ~ (s) == 1: then, in each of these cases, we can intro-
duce h(s) as in. 2.4) and control such deformation with a defor-
mation on the range as in 2.13). 
Section 3 
In this section we state the theorems that we are going to pro-
ve: 
Theorem 2.3.1.: 
.l.. po 'to <t s 
Let 't'1: S -flo S , crL : S - S , be any two harmonic homo-
geneous polynomials. 
\"+'l+-i 'l..+5~'1 
Then the join map 4,."", .t2.,: S --"" S can be rendered harmo-
nic, i. e. the homotopy class of + ... -It +2, contains a harmonic re-
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1"+ Cl\ +-\. presentative provided that S 1S given a suitable rieman-
nian metric. 
Theorem 2.3.2.: 
Let F : S p x S'9 --I'" s't be a map which is harmonic with con-
stant 
>,. 
energy density _l, i=l, 2, in each variable separately i 
2-S t>~+~ S'tH be its Hopf construction (sec. 8, Chapter!). and H 
P+9+"I 't+1 Then H : S _ S can be harmonically represented provided 
th t SP+tt+"'.. . t bl' . t . a 1S glven a SU1 a e r1emann1an me r1C. 
Theorem 2.3.3.: (non-existence for the Hopf construction): 
Let H f'+'\+1 't+" S ~ S be as in theorem 2.3.2.; and suppose that 
p = q = 1, 
or 
p=l,q>l 
i'+,+""l 't+1 
Then H : S --t S is never harmonic with respect to the stan-
dard metrics. 
More generally, the same holds if is given a metric 
as in example 1 of sec. 2. 
The consequences of theorems 2.3.1, 2.3.2., 2.3.3. will be di-
scussed in sec. 6; the proofs are very much in the spirit of 
Remark 4 of sec. 2 and will be given in section 4 for theorem 
2.3.1.; in section 5 for theorems 2.3.2. and 2.3.3. 
Section 4 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1.: 
J...l r+,+1 ~Ht1 We have to study the join map 11114 <1'2,: S -.. S as defined 
by 1.1) of Chapter r: we will use the standard metric on the 
range, and the non-standard metric introduced in example 1 of 
sec. 2 on the domain. 
By following equation 1.9), we have that the condition of har-
monicity for~1~~4 is given by 
4.1) 0(." (s) + [cos s p _ 
sin s 
2. [A h (s) 1 
sin s 
sin s 
cos s 
q_ ht(S>] o('(s) 
h(s) 
+ 
sin (~(s» cos (c:J{(s» = 0 
cos s 
s~ (o,"!!: ) 
2. 
wi th boundary condi tions for t,(: (0, Y ) -to- (0, 17' ) 
2. 2. 
lim 0( (s) = 0 
s_o+ 
4.2) 
lim ~ (s) tr =-
s_!!: - z 
;z. 
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-We also recall that we require that the function h(s) satisfy 
h(s) > 0 
4.3) 
h(s) = 1 Sc (0 ,E) (iT -E ;!- ) ,for some small E. 70. 
.z. 2-
The conditions in 4.3) are sufficient to make sure that the me-
tric distinguished by h(s) is actually a smooth metric on the 
h 1 S P"'~+1 woe . 
Ii f'+9+ 1 Only if h(s) = 1, s~(o, __ ), we have the standard metric on S 
2-
and 4.1) coincides with 1.12). 
t 
By making the substitution e = tan s, 
becomes: 
4.4) 
telR the equation 4.1) 
/ 
h I ( t )] 0( '< t ) + 
h(t) 
sin (oUt» cos (o«t» = 0 
t e \1\ 
Now conditions 4.2) and 4.3) are expressed respectively by: 
lim 0( (t) 
-
0 
4.5) t-.,.-OQ 
lim o{(t) lr = -
t-++~ 2. 
and 
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h(t) > 0 , 
4.6) 
h(t) == 1, tl;,.(-oo,t~V(t2' +00) for some t", t2. 6 \R.. 
Now we 'proceed as described in Remark 4 of sec. 2. 
Let 0{ :\\\_ (0,11) be any strictly increasing function sati-
1. 
sfying the conditions 4.5). 
If we use such ano«t) in 4.4), we can consider 4.4) as a first 
order differential equation, in which the unknown function is 
h(t}; 4.4} can be rewritten as 
4.7} h' (t) - ed t) h ( t) = - Q<:{( t) 3 h (t) 
where 
4.8) 
4.9) 
2 
p.(t} = 2 ro(II(t) L o<'(t) 
By making the substitution 
4.10} y (t) = 
Z. 
2 
_t t 
+ (p-l)e. - (q-1) e., 
1 
"t _t 
~ + e 
• 
sin (2cX(t» 
0{ '( t) 
h (t) 
equation 4.7) becomes 
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4.11) y' (t) + y(t) = 
And 4.6) in terms of )I(t) is 
y(t) > 0 
4.12) 
y(t) = 1, t€ (-"J, t 1 )U(tz. ' +1):1) for some t 1 , t.l e:1R. 
To prove theorem 2.3.1., we have to show that the strictly in-
creasing function ~ : \R- (o,lf), satisfying 4.5), can be cho-
l 
sen in such a way that equation 4.11) has a solution y(t) that 
satisfies the conditions 4.12). 
First of all, we establish conditions under which the equation 
4.11) has a solution y(t) such that y(t) = 1 if It I is large. 
Lemma 2.4.1. 
Let us suppose that f>o{ I <?Q( in equation 4.11) satisfy 
i) ~t) = Q(t) 
""< 
t t 
Jf'JS)J.s jP.,i 5 )J S 
"... . 
at 
ii) lim e.. = lim e.. = 0 
t-+oo t--oo 
Then equation 4.11) has a solution y(t) such that 
y(t) = 1 
if and only if 
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iii) = o 
- QQ 
Proof: in this proof we write p(s), Q(s) instead of ~ (s), Q(s). 
-=< 
Leto..o,o.l{Rbe arbitrarily fixed: the solutions of 4.11) are 
given by 
4.12' ) y (t) = 
c 
"0 
t j <f(~) +c 
Let us suppose that iii) does not hold: because of ii), one can 
hope to have y,(t) = 1 for It I large only if 
- IX) \\ 
J J P'(S)~S .. C :: - q(U.);'. col v.. and Q o 
This would imply the validity of condition iii). 
Conversely, we can say: 
condition i) implies that there must be a solution y_ (t ) 
c 
such that but, because of ii), the 
only possible choice for C. is 
c -
Analogously, one proves that there exists a solution y c (t) 
such that 
Ye" (t) = 1 
where 
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But, if iii) holds, c = ~ and the proof of Lemma 2.4.1. is 
completed. 
Now we show how to construct functions o{(t) such that the cor-
responding P~(t), Q~(t) fulfill the conditions of Lemma 2.4.1; 
after this the proof of the theorem ends easyly. 
Step 1 - we study condition i) of Lemma 2.4.1.: 
The explicit expression for condition i) is 
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4.13) 
Let us r,x t <0 and a small C,,70. Then equation 4.13) has a smooth, 
:. 1 
strictly increasing solutiono«t) on (~oo, t~ such that 
limo{(t) = 0 
t __ 00 
and 
This fact is well-known (see, for example, Lemma 6.1.4. page 
100 (Bl»: in fact, from (f-Ia) page 433, one has the existence 
of solutions 0(" (t), n € ~ ,such that, on ~T t'l I t11 I 
t 
, c(1l(t1 ) = £"" o(n (t) "]0 
Tn - 00 when n -. + 00 • 
It is easy to check that the solutionso(n(t) subconverge to a 
solution ~(t) with the required properties. 
Analogously, if t2. ') 0, we have a solution 0( (t) on [t2' + 00 ) 
such that 0( (t 2) = ]I. _ Go . and 0( (t) increases asymptotically to 11 • 
2 2 , 2 
If 0( (t) t L.IR l'S now any smooth, strictly increasing func-
, <;;: .' 
tion that coincides with the solutions determined above on 
. . 
. ( - ~ , t" ] \) (t~ I + oQ ) , th.en by construction the corresponding 
PO( (t), Qc:( (t) fulfill condi tion i) of the Lemma 2.4.1. 
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Remark 6: 
The equation 4.13) is the usual condition of harmonici ty wi th 
respect to the euclidean metrics : in fact, our deformed metric 
coincides with the euclidean around the focal varieties: 
then it is natural that, if we want a function c«t) to give 
rise to a harmonic map with respect to our deformed metric, we 
must require ~(t) to be a solution in the usual sense around 
the focal varieties. 
Step 2 -
We study condition ii) of the Lemma 2.4.1. we have 
4.14) 
where Ka
1 
is a positive constant depending on the choice of a 1 • 
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If 0.( (t) belongs to the class of functions distinguished in 
Step 1, also condition ii) of the Lemma 2.4.1. is fulfilled: 
in fact, just notice that 
Step 3 
= lim 0<. '( t) 
t--oo 
= o. 
Now we have to prove that, among the functions as in Step 1, 
it is poss.ible to determine 0< (t) that satisfies also condi-
tion iii) of the Lemma 2.4.1. 
By using 4.8) and 4.9), we have that condition iii) is 
4.15) 
By A't'apd9,rd' continuity arguments, the existence of our eX (t) 
,,' """; 
follows ftQm the following Lemma: 
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Lemma 2.4.2. 
a) Among the functions c< (t) of Step 1 one can choose 0.' (t) in 
-t-
such a way that the integral in 4.15) is greater than zero. 
b) Among the functions o( (t) of Step 1 one can chooseO<_(t) in 
such' a way that the integral in 4.15) is less than zero. 
Proof: 
We call 
4.16) 6(t) 
-\ -t \ t 
A-1 e - 1\ 2 e.. 
() t _ t 
"(../ +Q. 
Let t" be the point such that b (t 0) = 0 
Go (t) is limited, posi ti ve" on (- ~, to) and negative on 
By making the substitution CX(t) = z t the integral in 4.15) 
becomes 
,r 
-
4.17) 
-·1 (o«z» sin (2z) dz 
Now we follow the notations of Step 1: 
First we fix c.«t) on (- b), t.,]. ' tl < to • We have 
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4.18) 
o 
We choose t 2. > to and (;2. small enough to make the corresponding 
0{ (t) on [t:z ' +co) such that 
lr 
-
4.19) 
Zj C. (c<-( 2 ) 510(2 Z) j:! :> - f> 
2.. 
It' 
--c.2. 2.. 
Being ~ (t) limited, this is of course possible. 
Now we can obtain the function of Lemma 2.4.2. a): we take a 
smooth, strictly increasing function ~(t) that extends ton~ the 
-+ 
functions determined above on (- ~ , t ,,1 and [t1 , + OQ ), in such 
a way that ~ (to) is so close" to 1f - ~ as to have + - W2. 2 
4.20) 
Thus, by using 4.18), 4.19), 4.20), we have 
;;;'J l<>[' 
, , - ·1 
> ().~ « ~.( ? ) ) 
) 
~ .. ,' .. -, ) \ ... 
.> • \ II. . _ ;::: I' C~;: ':,?- 0 
o 
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-Therefore o.(+(t) fulfills condition a) of Lemma 2.4.2. 
Analogously, by shifting «(to) toward 0, one can construct 
the function 0( (t) of Lemma 2.4.2. b). 
Then'Lemma 2.4.2, is proved and the existence of 0< tt) obtained. 
Final Step -
We associate to CX(t) of Step 3 the solution y(t) of 4.11) as 
in Lemma 2.4.1.; we have to check that y(t) >- 0, t€~R: this fol 
lows from direct inspection. 
In fact, take the explicit expression 4.12') for the solutions, 
and choose qo= to , where to is as in step 3. 
Let us call N(y(t» the numerator of y(t); 
then we have 
lim N<Y(t» ... = 0 
4.22) t-+t;lO 
lim N(y( t» + = 0 
t-+-c<:> 
Moreover, it is easy to see that N(~(t» is increasing on 
(- QC;), t,,), and decreasing on (to , + QO) • 
f1"~ This last fact, together with 4.22), tells that N<Y(t)} > 0, t ~ If, .. 
Then y(t) satisfies 4.12) and so distinguishes a riemannian me-
S P+,\+1 l tric on ; wi th respect to this metric, the join map <P1;'< (fz 
Pt l+t defined via 0( t) is harmonic ,on S minus the two focal va-
rieties. 
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But, by construction, <X (t) behaves asymptotically like the maps 
of Chapter I: thus regulari ty across the focal varieties fol-
lows from the usual arguments and theorem 2.3.1. is proved. 
Remark 7 
A different solution of the rendering problem for t:i','l":} 2.is given 
by Theorem 9.4.6. pag. 176 (B1): the proof of that Theorem tur 
ned out to be not correct because it refers to a w~ong harmoni-
city equation. 
In fact equation 9.4.5. pag. 176 (B1) should be substituted by 
+ 
., I" 12 
+ T G::t - U (~\, { \\. • ( 
- • -) f 
::"0 
[0.' , i " ' '" (" 1 t I:: to~ t "'h~ 
More generally, in the notations of (81), the correct version 
of 9.3.13 pag. 166 from \I/hich 9.4'.5 is derived is 
4.23) o 
In our equation 1.14), we wrote 
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4.24) 
By using 4.24), one sees that 4.23) is a particular case of 
1.14), with h(S).z 1. 
Section 5 
Now we prove theorem 2.3.2. and 2.3.3. 
The range is the euclidean (r+1)-sphere, that we write as 
5.1) ~ (S x(o,1T) , 
where h", is the standard metric on sit and s e (0;iT). 
The domain is given a metric as in theorem 2.3.1., i. e. we 
\>.H=t H 
write S as 
sP x S<t x (o,'"!!:) , with metric 
2. 
5.2) 
.2- 20 hl. (s )ds2 Sln s g,,+ cos s ~+ 
as in example 1, sec. 2. 
t+~+1 ~+1 
The map H : S ~ S of our theorems can be expressed by 
9 
S x (0,E.) 
2 
... 
"t. 
S x (0,"') 
5.3) 
(x. y, s) (F (x. y). o(.(s» 
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with boundary conditions for c{(s) 
lim c< (s) = 0 
s_o'" 
5.4) 
lim «(s) = -rr 
s -,~:!!-
.2 
One follows equation 1.9), and finds that !-I is harmonic with 
respect to the metrics in 5.1), 5.2) if and only if 
5.5) c(" (s) +[:o~ s p-
s~n s 
sin s q - h' (s l 0(' 
cos s h(S~ 
(s) + 
2. 
- h (s) + :~sJ sinc.«s) cost-[(s) = 0 
cos 
t 
After the substi tution ~ = tan s, t <!. fK, 5.5) becomes 
5.6) 
, , t 
d. \: ) + 
\l(t ) 
- \ t \ t 
\ 2{ t) A ., c. + 1 c.. t h 5 in 0<. ( ) (05 "x' (t ) o 
t c IR 
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And the boundary conditions 5.4) are now 
lim c< (t) = 0 
5.7) t--'tIO 
lim <:X (t) = \T 
t-+c<> 
Step 1, Step 2, and the final step are identical to those for 
by contrast, step 3 must be studied in detail. 
Le.t·'Lt5 introduoe 
5.8) 
Similarly to the case of the join, it is easy to check that, in 
this case, condition iii) of Lemma 2.4.1. is given by 
+00 
5.9) J f: (t-) Sln (z. «(t») ~ ICt ) J t _ 0 
If o{(t) = z,5.9) becomes 
1f ) -'\ 5.10) E (p( (z)) sin (2z) dz = 0 
0 
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Now we distinguish three cases 
a) p>l, q>l 
b) p = 1, q = 1 
c) p = 1, q > 1 
First we consider the case a): 
Let t be the point such thato(t) 
It is easy to prove the existence of a function cl()t) as in 
Lemma 2.4.2. a): just make t be sufficiently close to +OQ. 
-Analogously, if t shifts toward--Ql, one obtains o(jt) as in 
Lemma 2.4.2. b); thus, as in the case of1'1 ..-q,.2.' there exists 
-~ (t) that makes 5.9). fulfilled and this gives theorem 2.3.2. 
in the case a). 
Before dealing with the two remaining cases, assume 
p = q = 1 , ~'1~ \2 
5.11) 
or 
p = 1, q '> 1, q·~1~~2. 
It is straightforward to check that, if 5.11) holds, then the 
function E(t) is strictly monotone. 
Then it is obvious that 5.10) can not be fulfilled and so theo-
rem 2.3.3. follows immediately from Lemma 2.4.1. 
This fact also shows that handling the cases b), c) above re-
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quires a slightly different approach. 
We start with case b): 
3 We put on S the following metric 
5.12) = 
1 
S x (0, 11' ) 
2 
where h(s) is a smooth positive function on (o,'!!:) such that 
2.. 
5.13) 
s€(o,c) 
s E (~ - f. :!!:) for some small c > 0 
2. 2 
We call the metric in 5.12). 
To see that ~ is actually a riemannian metric on the who-
:. 
le S , we have to express rt across the two focal varieties, 
i.e. the loci s = 0, \\ s =.--. 
2 
Let. (x, y, <f ) be coordinates across s- 0 defined by 
x = sin s sinJ 
cosJ 
o~S~£ 
5.14) y = sin s 
<f = <P 0~8-,Cy<2Tr 
In such coordinates, the focal 
(0, 
The expression for 
5.15) 
dx~ + 
O'(f 
d 
2 1-x 
with 
7. 2. 1-x - y 
variety s 
-0 :::: (\" .c: 
respect to 
2xy 
\ l. 1 .... 2. 
+ 1\2.. (1 - x - y) d'i' . 
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= 0 is the locus 
..... ,. .. 
2 1I 
x, y, ~" is: 
d x dy ] + 
Then <;,J is smooth across the locus s = 0 and analogously 
across s="Tr. 
Z 
Now the relevant equation can be obtained as usual by using 1.9): 
it is 
5.16) 0( "(s) + [c~s s Sln s sin s h' (s)l h(s) o('(s) + cos s 
2-
- h (s) sin (X (s) • cos~(s) = 0 
t 
After the substitution~ == tan-s, tEiR, 5.16) is 
5.17) 
2 
eX" ( t) - h' ( t) t:1(' ( t) - h (t) sin C'<' ( t) cos of ( t) == 0 
h(t) 
And C«t) must satisfy boundary conditions as in 5.7). 
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One could now follow the same steps as in theorems 2.3.1.,2.3.2. 
case a): but we ,suggest here a more explicit procedure to han-
dIe with this particular case. 
We distinguish a class of functions o(t) as follows: 
i) 0<: ~ --(0,1f) smooth and strictly increasing; 
ii) c::J.. ( t) satisfies 5.7); 
iii} o<."(t) = A1sin (o(t» cos (<:><,(t» t~;(-~, to], for some tOo 
iv) c("(t} = A sin 
1 
(ol(t» cos (~( t» t ~ [t",. + 00) for some 
Because of well-known properties of the differential equation 
of a pendulum with constant gravity and no damping, the above 
class of functions is large. 
We associate to any such o{(t) the function h (t) defined by 
<::0( 
5.18) he< ( t ) = 0< ' ( t ) 
sin (~(t» 
'3 'l +f Now we prove that, if H : S ;-* S is defined by any function 
oI...{t) as in i) •••• iv), then H is harmonic with respect to 
the metric ~ distinguished by h~(t}. 
The fulfillment of conditions 5.13} is not immediate: to see 
I~ . ~ 
it, we show that ""0( (t):: ~1 on (-03,t o] ,~(t):').2.0n (t.., ,+oo). 
From assumption iv} for o(t) we have 
5.19} 
2ol'(t)o(."(t) =2A~sin (0< (t» cos(o«t» o('(t)tElt",,+OO). 
we integrate and obtain 
t,,>to' 
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t t f 2 0( ~ u) ~,,( u) du 
t1 . 
= J 2 ~2 s in (01. ( u)) cos (eX ( u) ) <>( , ( u ) du, 
t" 
and from this 
5.20) 
t E [t" . + f>:J ) • 
Now we pass to the limit for t- +00 in 5.20): assumption ii) and' 
0< "(t) < 0 for t large give 
5.21) 
By substituting 5.21) in 5.20), we have 
,t \ ~ 0< (t) =A.z.sin (<i (t) ) , 
z 
i. e. ~ ( t) =)..2. ,t E [:-1' + w) • 
Analogously , h~ ( t) = ~ 1 t ~ (- 00, to] 
Finally, it is easy to check by direct substitution that a pair 
0(, h~ as in 5.18) satisfies -the condition of harmonicity 5.17). 
Then, we have seen that, in this particular case, the metric 
that renders c«t) harmonic is gIven explicitly' by 5.18). 
This fact is interesting because, as shown by Corollary 2.6.2., 
such maps render harmonic the group 1'f) (S2) = ~. 
In order to achieve regularity across the focal varieties, one 
can use the usual arguments; but we give here a more efficient 
method. 
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First we establish a proposition of interest in itself: 
Proposition 2.5.1.: If (0{, hOI() is any pair as above, the map 
H defined via «)(,ho() has energy E(H) = 81\2. J Ai" ~2. 
Proof 
By definition, (ELl pag. 10), E(H) = )~(H) d'\1' 
Sl 
where ~(H) denote the energy density of H. 
Elementary calculations give 
2-
a) sin ( 2s ) 0< I ( s ) 
4 s in(~(s)) 
b) .fL(H) 2 = 4 sin (~(s)) 
sink (2s) 
Now global regularity follows from the arguments of Remark 4, 
sec. 6 of Chapter I; propositiQn 2.5.1. shows in fact that 
(ll. "3 1 
HE: ~ (S , Sit. ) (\ )00 't +1 \,(s"3,5 ). 
Now we conclude theorem 2.3.2. by studing case c), i.e. 
p = 1, q > 1. 
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r+q+1 
We use on the domain S a metric as in 5.12),5.13), with 
~~ , A~rePlaced by two arbitrary positive numbers a, b. 
By following similar arguments to those of Theorem 2.3.2. case a), 
the proof reduces to the study of the condition 
-1 
5.23) (0< (z» sin(2z) dz = 0 
o 
where 
\1 _t ~2. t 
5.24) E~b (t) - e + - e. 1-9 
- a b 
·G+e2t ] . t _t 
e ... e.. 
.. 
If a is large, b small, then Eab(t) is not monotone any longer 
and 5.23) can be fulfilled by similar arguments to Lemma 2.4.2. 
Section 6 
In this section we give some applications of the theorems sta-
ted in sec. 3. 
Theorem 2.3.1. produces many new harmonic maps, because, in 
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~\: vS 
particular, enables to remove any restriction on suspensions: 
" f\ 
we can state 
Corollary 2.6.1. 
j, P '{. Let 11 : s ---+ S be a harmonic homogeneous polynomial. 
Then the homotopy class of the (q+l) -suspension of <\>1 can be 
harmonically represented for every q 4!:. N , provided that the 
domain is given a suitable riemannian metric. 
As an immediate application of Corollary 2.6.1., we can render 
harmonic the groups: 
In fact, we can obtain these 
., " respecti vely i 1\ : S --'t S , 
groups by iterated suspensions of 
~ 2-
h1 : S --f' S • 
Many further examples of this kind can be eas·i ly produced by 
suspending any other harmonic homogeneous polynomial. 
The fact that we have given the range sphere the euclidean me-
tric has relevant consequences because of the composition pro-
perties of harmonic maps. 
For instance, let T: n+1 r S -... \:r be a totally geodesic element 
oflr (6-), G.1ie group. 
hH /\ 
\ 11+1 "+1 
Then the composi tion of T' with our harmonic maps let ,..lln: S --p S 
tl-I " 
gives harmonic representatives of all the 'subgroup of -nr (~ ) 
n.,." 
generated by T. 
Example: there exist. totally geodesic maps 
2.~·d 
T S --t SU(n) 
Such maps T are the ~enerators oflt (SU(n)) = 7L 
2~+1 
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Thus, each class of all such groups can be rendered harmonic. 
This was known for 1 ~ \'<:. ..:S 4. 
Examples in this direction can be obtained by combining our 
work wi th (FO). 
Corollary 2.6.2. 
Each element of the group ~~(st) =~ can be rendered harmonic. 
Proof: 
.., 
Just let F: S 
multiplication (w, 
'" It x S -S be the map induced by the complex 
K e. 
z) --to w • z • 
.. 
Then F satisfies the hypothesis of theorem 2.3.2. with 
A2. ; t2. . 
The associated 
~ 2 
map H: S - S has Hopf invariant ~·t, i. e. 
corresponds to the element ~.t€ 7L = If (Sl). 
3 
'We point out that, if F had been induced by the quaternionic or Cayley 
numbers multiplication, then it would not have fulfilled :any longer 
the requirements of theorem 2.3.2. 
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Smith proved non-existence for the Hopf construction in the ca-
se p = q = 1, A1l ~2.' with respect to the standard metrics on-
ly; Theorem 2.3.3. gives an extension of this non-existence re-
suIt. 
If one compares the non-existence result of theorem 2.3.3. with 
the existence result expressed by Theorem 1.8.1., finds that 
there is a gap between them, that is to sayan area of uncer-
tainty. 
It is interesting to notice that actually there is a map that 
falls into this area of uncertainty: 
Let S3 be the unit quaternions and S~ be the unit quaternions 
with vanishing real part. 
2. ~ 2. 
Define F: S x S - S by F(x, y) = y-x .. y. 
It is easy to check that F is harmonic with constant energy 
density in each variable separately; and Ai = 2, ~~ = 4. 
The Hop~ construction applied to F yields (topologically) the 
generator of 116 (S3) = 7L 12.. (see BS). 
In this case, H.D.C. does not hold, di'lJ theorem 2.3.3. J.oes 
\'lot arrl Y i we do not know whether the generator of1T6(S3) can 
be represented harmonically by 'an equivariant map. 
u.S' 
But theorem 2.3.2. tells that such a generator can be rendered 
A 6 
harmonic by introducing a suitable metric on S 
We have seen that the choice of the metric in the domain does 
influence the existence of equivariant harmonic maps in certain 
homotopy classes: for instance, the classes of 11'3 (S 2.) of Hopf 
invariant k·l, k# 1; or the (q+l)-suspension of a harmonic ho-
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mogeneous polynomial, q ~ 6. 
Then a natural question is: can the choice of the metrics in-
fluence the existence of a harmonic representative in a given 
homotopy class ? 
Just looking at equivariant maps, one might be tempted to say 
yes. However, we remark that there are quite many interesting 
examples of homotopy classes in "n (S \'\) that cannot be repre-
" 1 sented via suspensions of the map i~: S _ S ; but they can· 
be represented either by suspending other polynomial maps or 
directly by a polynomial map. 
Another natural point to make is the following: our methods to 
sol ve the rendering problem are strongly not real-analytic in. 
nature. 
But, on. the other hand, we could have had more flexibility in 
the choice of the deformations: then, it would be interesting 
to know ·in which cases the sui table deformation can be made 
real-analytic. 
Section 7 
-In this section we apply the'methods of the previous sections 
to study maps into ellipsoids. 
Let 
Smith (Sl) obtained the following non-existence result: 
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Proposition (Sl): 
If r~2, and b large, there is no-harmonic 1-parameter su-
spension 
'l.. -t1 't+O+1 
S ~ E (1, b) 
of the identity on S~ 
~"'S+1 'ttSt1 
The ellipsoid E (a, b) is obtained from S by an equi-
variant deformation of metric; in fact, as in example 2 of 
sec. 2, 
7.1) '(. i'S +1 ( ) It So: E a, b = S x S x 
ds2. 
Then, it is possible to apply equivariant theory to maps 
P+"l+1 'l+S+1 
S • E (a, b) 
J... r It 
where \"1: S --+ S S' --+ SS are harmonic homogeneous 
polynomials and the join map is defined as in 1.10'). 
To work out the harmonici ty ~quation, one must use the metric 
7.1) in equation 1.9); i.e., in the 
B~(s) = a sins, B2 (s) = b cos s, 
We will prove 
Proposition 2.7.1. 
notations of 1.9), 
" 
"(5) = [b2Sin2 5 + }col~ 1. . 
r't ~ S Let <f
1
: S ~ S , +2.: S - S , be two harmonic homogeneous 
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polynomials; and lett.,*1>z.: sr~ E 1tH+1(a, b) be the join 
map. 
Then, for any choice of a, b ..,.. 0, the map 4>., .. +~ can be rende-
red harmonic by using a suitable riemannian metric on the do-
main. 
Proof: 
The proof follows very much the arguments of theorem 2.3.1.): 
in fact, precisely as in theorem 2.3.1.); we put on the domain 
a metric as in example 1 of sec. 2. 
Wi th respect to such a metric t the relevant equation is given by 
7.2) 0{ "(t) + 
_t t 
(p-1) e. - (q-l) e 
t -t 
-e + e. 
• 
sino«t) cos(;)[(t) 
= 
h' (t) 
h(t) 
o 
where <:>< : lR _ (o,}!:") satisfies boundary conditions 
l 
lim of. (t) 1r = 
-
7.3) t-..+OO Z· 
lim c«t) = 0 
t-..-oo 
o('(t) + 
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One makes the substitution 
7.4) y(t) = 1 
h'2. ( t) 
and rewrite 7.2) in the form 
7.5) y'(t) + Po( (t) y(t) = Qo(,(t) 
with 
7.6) 
P...,< t) = 2 [0(" < t) L 0(' (t) 
7.7) 
Q (t) 
Q( 
2.\ _t \2\ t 
= a A1e.-bA2.e 
e,
t _t 
+ e 
rin (2o(t» O{' (t) (b
2 
- at) 
l. 2. 2. 2-
a cos o<'(t) + b sin ~ (t) 
sin (2~(t» 
Now one just follows Step 1 - 2 - 3 of section 4: 
In order to make sure that the conclusions of Step 1 hold also 
in this case t just notice tnat, for small initial pushes and 
( 
2. 1.) ,2-position (Le. <:I{' (~) t 0< (t1 ) small), the term b - ,a 0( (t) 
in the gravity of 7.2) is negligible and7.2) is qualitatively 
like 4.4). 
As for step 2, a computation shows 
7.8) 
,2-
=0{ (t) 
Then we can draw the same conclusions as in section 4. 
I 
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Finally, in Step 3, one has to check condition iii) of Lemma 
2.4.1. 
This condition is now expressed by 
7.9) 
2 \ _t • \ t r. _l.it f t >i]1-~ , 
a "1e.- b ~~e.. C +e J · l~ +e sin (2\'ll(t»o('(t) dt = 0 
t -t 
.e + e 
-00 
If one compares 7.9) with 4.15), he sees that the only diffe-
rence is given by the coefficients a, b,o. 
But, because of the fact that in section 4 we did not have any 
restriction on Ai ' A1 , we can conclude that also in this case 
condition iii) can be fulfille&. 
The final Step is precisely has in section 4 and this ends pro-
position 2.7.1. 
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It;- fs worth emphasising the following technical point: suppose 
that we -wri te~ -the general reduction equation!. 9) in the form 
with y(t) = 1 
h2 (t) 
y'(t) + ~(t) y(t) = Qo«t) 
This is possible provided that ~'(t) ~o. 
Then it is always possible to integrate explicitly 
terms of.' Ai' i = 1, .••••• p, R(s» the function 
t 
0\ f p .. (u) duo 
-1 
(i.e. in 
This feature, that we have just applied in 7.8), is vital to 
study effectively the condition iii) of Lemma 2.4.1.; and ena-
~s 
blesAto have qualitative informations on equations that other-
wise would be quite difficult to be approached. 
We will see other applications of this fact in Chapter III: at- the 
moment, we end this section by .pointing out that an analogous 
. result to proposition 2.7.1: holds for the Hopf construction; the 
proof follows the arguments of proposition 2.7.1. and it is 
omitted. 
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CflflPTEH IT I 
In this chapter we discuss some further applications of equiva-
riant theory. The chapter is divided in three p3rts. 
Part 1: Dirichlet problems and warped products. 
Part 2: Harmonic maps and equivuriant theory on singular spaces. 
Part 3: Further possible developments of equivariant theory. 
Each of these parts is se~f-contained together with the equiva-
riant theory illustrated in Chapter II. 
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Part 1: Dirichlet problems and wurped products. 
Section 1: 
( Yl1 ) (~\ ) Let S , got' S, h'1 be the s LandaI'd m and n spheref, and let 
...t.. .' S yn -'"" s" 
-r ------.. be a harmonic map with constant energy densi ty 
2 ~«(~) :: .A . 
In order to state the Dirichlet problems that we are going to 
study, we introduce maps d; as follows: 
........ 
1.1 ) 
(x , I' ) 
where the metrics g, h have form 
2- 2 
dr 2 g = f (I') g1+ h (r) 
1.2) 
h • 2- h.,+ dr L = SIn I' 
The functions h(r), f(r) are smooth positive functions on (0, IJ 
such that 
f(r) = e (I') I' small 
1.3) 
h(r} = 1 , I' C (0, f] for some small E ,;>0 
Moreover, we require that the metric g be smooth across I' ::: 0 • 
This is guaranteed if, for i,nstance, 
1.4) f{r) ::: I' 
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or 
1. 5) f(r) = sin r rr;: fo, ("Jl L. ,. 
or 
1.6) f(r) = sin h r 
tJ,. '1 Under our assumptions, the range is the standard S . 
The domain is a (m+1 )-dimensional riemannian manifold with 
boundary B m+1 which is homeomorphic to the standard closed 
ball. In particular, if one out of 1.4), 1.5), 1.6) holds, then 
B n'+~ has constant curvature respectively 0, 1, -1, around the 
origin. 
Now our Dirichlet problem can be stated: we impose boundary va-
lues' in' L 1.) .of'the form 
1. 7 ) ( x, 1)........... q. (x) , 01.. (1» , o( (1) E (0 , -rr ] . 
and look for harmonic extensions with C:(o) = o. 
This Dirichlet problem has been previously studied and we now 
recall the main known results: 
Let us assume that 
f(r) strictly increasing 
1.8) 
h(r).:: 1 
Then (I<W) the above Dirichlet problem hus a solution if and on-
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ly if 0( (1) is not· too close to 1r. 
Estimates for the previous not too close have been given ill 
(JK), (EL3) ~n'the case when f(r) = r., and in (KW) in the ge-
neral case. 
In particular, under 1.8), no solution occurs if 0( (1) = -lr 
More generally, as far as constant boundary values, we recall 
the following results due to Lemaire and Karcher-Wood: 
Theorem (LE): 
Let (M, oM) be a contractible 2-dimensional manifold with boun-
dary, and let N be any riemannian manifold. 
Let be a harmonic map such that 
CP I (} M = cons tan t 
Then 4> is constant. 
Theorem (KW): 
Let (M, ~ M) be the closed, m-dimensional, flat ball, m ~ 2; 
and let N be any riemannian manifold. 
Let 1>: M -to N be a harmonic map such that 
<P14 M= constant 
Then <p is constant. 
We are going to prove what follows 
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Proposition 3.1.1: 
If the function h(r) in 1.8) is replaced by a suitable function, 
then, for any boundary value ,-,«1) 1£ (o,lf), \lTe have a solution 
of the .Dirichlet problem with 0«0) = o. However, no matter 
how h(r) is chosen, no non-constant solution occurs in the case 
0< (1) = ,r . 
Theorem 3.1.1. 
m+1 
If m ~ 2, then B can be given a riemannian metric g in 
such a way that the Dirichlet problem with constant boundary 
value D«l) = lfadmits a solution with ~(o) = o. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1.1., we have that the 
above Theorem (LE) fails whenever the dimension of the domain 
is greater or equal than three; and the above theorem (KW) fails 
m+1 if the metric on B does not satisfy prescribed requirements. 
Proofs: 
.. 
By following, as usual, equation 1.9), sec. 1, Chapter II, we 
obtain the condition of harmonici ty for T as in 1.1): 
1.9) 
~"(r) + f'(r) mc{'(r) - h'(r)c{'(1') - h{'tl ASinc.;-( (r) cos\.>(r) = 0 
f(1') h(r) 
. ., 
f .... (r) 
Now we supposet:(r) strictly increasing, and make the substitu-
tion 
1.10) y (r) = 1 
2. .. 
h (r) 
In terms of j(r), 1.9) becomes 
1.11) '1'(r) + Po<{r) y(r) 
where 
= 2 O<"{r) + 
o{'{r) 
1.12) 
= Q (r) 
0( 
2m f' (r) 
f(r) 
= A sin (2o(r» 
2-f (r) o{'(r) 
From now on, we assume that our function o{(r) satisfies 
Po(,(r) = Q<CJ( (r) rl;{o,f] E small 
1.13) 
lim o(r) = 0 , 0< (E) = h1 ~1 € (o,lr) 
l 
As in Step 1, sec. 4, Chapter II, one sees that, for € ) ~~. 
as in 1.13), such a function C«r) exists. 
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Under these assumptions on ~ (r), it is clear that equation 
1.11} has a solution yo(r) such that 
1.14} 
It is easy to see 
lo15} y (r) = 
o 
re(o,£] 
that Yo{r} 
1(. 
is given by 
h 2. (m-t ) 
o I\f (s·) 
2.\1\ 
f (r) 
sin (20({s» 
2 d..' (r) 
CI(. , (s) ds 
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Suppose now that f(r) is strictly increasing: 
In order to prove proposition 3.1.1., it is enough to show that 
i) if 0«1) = 1T , then Yo (r) = 0, for some r 6. (0, 1J ; 
ii) if 0< (1) =1f- b, [; E (0,]I') , then f( r) and 0< (r) can be 
Z 
chosen in such a way that yo(r) is positive on [0, 1]. 
In fact, in the case i), the metric g as in 1.2) blows up in 
r , i.e. lim h(r) = + QQ 
r-.,.r 
On the contrary, in the case ii) Yo (r) defines a riemannian 
metric on Bm ..,1. as in 1.2) via 1.10). 
To investigate the positivity of Yo (r), we need to study the 
integral 
1.16) 2.(WI.·d f (s) sin ( 2 ~ ( s» Q(,' ( s ) ds 
o 
After the substitution c(S) =~} 1.16) becomes 
1.17) 
«(It) 
• v~ :z. (M-1) -1 . 
JAf (~.(u» sin 2u duo 
o 
Now, being f(r) strictly increasing, it is clear that cX(l) = Tr 
forces the integral in 1.17) to assume the value zero for some 
~t(o, 1J ; then i) above is proved. 
In order to prove ii), we have to choose the functiono«(r) care-
fully. 
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First we note what follows: let· 6,,\ be the point 
such that 0( (C.) = fJ ,and assume 0<. (1) = Tr - b as in ii). 
1 
Then 
1f-~ 
1.18) j\ 1(rn-1) -1 Af (<:I( (u» sin 2u du --... 0 if E.,,- l. 
b 
The statement in 1.18) follows from the fact that the integrand 
function in 1.18) converges uniformly to 'Asin 2u as f.,-l. 
Now. we write the integral in 1.17), for r = 1, as 
1.19) 
6 
fA ?I""(~' h) ) 
o 
11- ~ 
sin(2U) du + ~ ~ 
~ 
1.(M--\) -1 
f (d.. (u) sin (2U) duo 
Roughly speaking, the first part of the sum in 1.l9l is positive; 
if· !.f t~nds to 1, then the second part of the sum in 1.19) 
·tends to ;zero by :1 .:1,8) • 
,Then, ~f E" is close enough .. to 1, it is not difficult to con-
struct a function~(r) in such a way that the integral in 1.17) 
,'. . ' .. ' . 
is greater than zero for every r c (0, 1J • 
Now we drop the assumption f(r) increasing and occupy.oursel 
ves'with Theorem 3.1.1. 
In this case we assume 0< (1) =1f and m 7.12. 
Under these hypotheses, ~(r) and f{r) can be chosen in such 
a way that the integral in 1.17) is strictly positive for every 
r t (0,1J : roughly, just take f{r) and o«r) qualitatively as 
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in the figure 1 below. 
Now the thesis follovls as in ii) of the previous proof. 
." ..... "- .. , '.,-" •.. -.. ,. t--
~. 
Figure 1 
Section 2: 
In this section we give some .applications of equivariant theory 
to the study of warped products. 
Let (M x (a,b) ,J;;) and (N x (c,d) ,h) be two equivariant mani-
folds as in section 1, Chapter II; g and h denote the rieman-
nian metrics on M x (a,b), N x (c,d). 
Let f:M x (a, b) -,. N x (c,d) 
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2.1) (x, s) ~ (..p(x),()(s» 
be an equivariant map. 
Let (M.,gi) be any riemannian manifold of dimension m1 · 
We will consider maps of the form 
F : Mix (M x(a, b) ---+ N x(c,d) 
2.2) (y, x, s) (<j>(x), ~(s» 
We give the domain a warped metric of the form 
where f(s) is a smooth positive function such that 
The condi tionsin 2.4) make sure that the riemannian metric in 
2.3) extends smoothly across the completion of M x (a,b). 
Proposition 3.2.1. 
Let F be a map as in 2.2). 
Let us call G~(s) = 0 the condition of harmonicity for~as in 2.1), 
and assume that 
i) there exists a strictly increasing function t:;,(1( s) such that 
G.o( (s) := 0 , 
i 
lim eX'l (s) = c 
s-a 
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s E. (a, a+E ) 
ii) there exists a strictly increasing function~~ (s) such that 
.2. 
lim O(2.(s) = d 
s~b 
s G (b- E. ,b) 
Then it is possible to choose f(s) as in 2.4) and a surjective 
strictly increasing eX: (a,b) -to (c,d) in such a way that the map 
F is harmonic with respect to the metric in 2.3). 
Proof: 
The condition of harmonicity for a map F as in 2.2) is given 
by 
2.5) m" fl (s) 
f(s) 
Cl<'(S) + G (s) 
0\ = 0 
Suppose that ~ (s) is any smooth strictly increasing function 
which coincides with<:...X",O<.2.as in the hypothesis on (a, a+E) 
and (b- t ,b). 
By solving equation 2.5) with respect to f(s), we have 
2.6) 
c >0, i:i€(n,b) 
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But G-o<.(U) = 0 on (a, a+~ )V'(b-£ ,b): then clearly r(s) ful-
fills 2.4) and the proposition is proved. 
Examples: 
Let (Sill ,g) be the standard m-sphere, and (B m ,h) be the flat 
closed m-ball. 
As an application of Proposition 3.2.1., we obtain, for instan-
ce, harmonic maps as follows: 
F 
2.7) 
F 
2.8) 
F 
2.9) 
VV\ V"ll 
Mil x S 
-
S 
(y, w) ~ ± (w) 
deg( 1! ) = K 
m ;;. 1 
3 S2. M., x S -+ 
(y, w) v-'" ! (w) 
tl'\ tYl 
M1 x B ---.. S 
(y, w) vv--, .. ;;: (w) 
---
:-f with !lopf invariant K:.~ 
K , ~ <:: 71 
"-. 
f (0) = North pole 
"",,-5£ / () BY'" = South pole 
ill ~ 2. 
In all such examples, (M i , g,) can be any manifold, and the do-
main is given a warped metric as in 2.3). 
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In particular, the examples in 2.9) give further cases in which 
Theorem (LE) of section 1 fails if the assumption of dimension 
2 for the domain is dropped 
Remark 1: 
Let ~1: (M 1 ,g1) -" (M2"gl) be a harmonic map with constant ener-
gy density. 
Let us substitute the map F in 2.2) with 
tv 
2.10) F : M'I x (~1 x (a, b» -,. M~ x (N x (c , d) ) 
(y, x, s) """'.. ( ·i'oj (y) , + (x) ,r:\ (s) ) • 
We give the domain a metric as in 2.3) and the range the pro-
duct metric g ~+ h. 
~ 
Then Proposition 3.2.1. holds with F in place of F. 
tv' 
The proof is immediate because F' and F have the name harmo-
nici ty equation., 
As an application, the examples 2.7), 2.8), 2.9) can be repla-
ced by harmonic maps as follows: 
2.11) 
tv tn rn 
F : M" x S --..,.,. M1 x S 
(y, w) (y, ~ (w» 
m ";/ 1 
...., 3 '\ 
2.12) F : M1 x S -'" ,M" x r 1- -I' L.> 1~ with /lopf invariant ( , 
(y, w) -,---,.. (y,I(w» 
'" 
) t 7L ( 
Y,,' e 
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2.13} 
-.I YYl \);1 .• '1'--
F : M-j x B _ ... M x S <:,) (0) = North pole ~, 
.J-
(y, w) '-1" ......... (y,1: (w) ) ;f I = South pole dUYI) 
m ~ 2.. 
Remark 2: 
It follows from 1.10) sec. 1, Chapter II, that in the case of 
maps F as above, the energy densi ty C (F) does not depend on 
the choice of the function f( s) in 2.3); by using this fact, 
one. can produce harmonic maps as in examples 2.7),2.8) with 
arbi trarily small energy: just choose the function <:'>{( s) in such 
a way that nearly all of the manifold is sent close to one of 
the two focal varieties of the range-maps of this type, but not 
I 
harmonic, where first described in (ES), pag. 131. 
Moreover, we notice that Our remark could be related to the 
following fact (see S2 pag. 111): let'l( be the projection 
Then index (fY) can be madE!' arbi trarily large by substituting 
the product metric with a metric of the form 
So far we' have used warped metrics on the dornain j now we show 
that sirnilar results can be obtained also by using warped rne-
trics on the range. 
Jo4r Let us consider rnaps F which are defined precisely as in 
2.10); but nm." we use a produc~ rnetric e., + g on the dornain, 
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and a warped metric 
. 2.14) Z f (s) g1.. + h 
on the range, f(s) as in 2.4). 
We have 
Proposition 3.2.2. 
"* Proposition 3.2.1. holds with F in place of F, and 2.14) in 
place of 2.3). 
Proof: 
<II: 
The condition of harmonicity for F is given by 
2.15) 6-o'(s) - 2e(4'1) f (<x(s» f' (<X(s» = 0 
By solving 2.15) with respect to f. we have 
2.16) du + c .,. 0 
c large. 
where~(s) is strictly increasing and coincides with~1(s).«!(s) 
on (a, a+c) V'(b-E, ,b) as in the hypothesis of Proposition 
3.2.1. 
Under these assumptions I the condi tions in 2.4) are satisfied 
and so the proof is ended. 
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As an application of this last proposition, we have, for in-
* ... 
stance, maps F defined as in exampl.es 2.11.} ,2.12}, 2.13}. Now 
·these maps' are .harmonic . wi th respect to·· a sui table warped metric 
on. the range and the product metric on:' the domain. 
PART 2: Harmonic maps and equivariant theory on singular spaces. 
Introduction: 
Roughly speaking, a closed riemannian pseudomanifold X is a 
compact metric space wi th a closed subset ~ (possibly empty) 
such that X- .:=: is a riemannian manifold dense in X. 
J. Cheeger set forward an extension of the standard Hodge theo-
'.l. 
ry for such pseudomanifolds (see (C1)); L- cohomology and Inter-
section homology turned out to be sui table for this purpose. 
The main feature of his work was to prove properties of X by 
making analysis on X-.2.: in this way of thinking, we define 
.. 
harmonicity on riemannian pseudomanifolds as follows: 
let F:X.,_X2. ' F(X 1 -2)~(X2. -'2..1, be a continuous map; then 
F will be said to be harmonic if F/ X1-~" is harmonic in the u-
sual sense. 
The main motivation of this defini tion lays on the fact that 
in many c&ses it is possible to identify the above X-~with the 
open manifold on which we built up the equivariant theory of 
Chapter II, sec. 1. 
In section 3 we recall some definitions and properties of sin-
gular spaces and give examples of harmonic maps between them. 
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In section 5, in a slightly different spirit, we suggest a ge-
neralisation of the Hopf construction. 
Section 3: 
We recall some facts about singular spaces: references on the 
subJect are (C1, C2, CGM, GM) and attached bibliography. 
A closed n-dimensional pseudomanifold XO is a finite simplicial 
complex with the following properties: 
i) the highest dimension of a simplex of XO is n. 
ii) each (n-l)-dimensional simplex belongs to two n-dimensional 
simplexes. 
Xn can be canonically realised as a compact topological space 
with a triangulation T. 
\r Let T denote the i-dimensional skeleton of T. Standard argu-
ments ensure that X" - Tn-lis a differentiable manifold dense 
in X t'\ • 
\1 n-l We will be interested on riemannian metrics on X - T that 
are conical around T n•2 . 
To explain what a conical metric is meant to be we need to re-
call a few concepts: 
to Let (M ,h) be a m-dimensional riemannian manifold. 
The metric cone Co '1 (M") is defined by 
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3.1) I'YI m 2. 2. CO '1(M ) = (M x (0,1), r h + dr ) rE (0,1) 
Also, let us denote the cone with included vertex P by 
* '11'\ m {} 3.2) Co '1 (M ) = CO '1 (M ) U ~ P • 
m 
The distance of a point (~, r) ~ CO '1(M ) from the vertex P is r. 
Moreover, we recall that two riemannian metrics g1 ,g 2.. are said 
to be quasi-isometric if there exists a constant c> 0 such that 
3.3) 1 
c 
Now, let us pick up a point x in the interior of a j-dime~ 
sional simplex ~Of T: it is known that there exists a compact 
manifold M"-:r-,\ such that x has a neighbouoood homeomorphic 
to 
3.4) 
Around 
Let 
3.5) 
j-times 
it "-)'-1 Co,,,,,(M ) x (0,1) x (0,1) ••••• x(o,l) 
x, the simplex ~ is identified with 
(0,1) x ..••.. x (0,1). 
j-times 
;r 0-7-1 h = Co •1 (M ) x (o,l)x ••••. x(o,l) 
with metric 2. 2. 1. 2-r h + dr + dr1 + ••••• +drj 
We call .hj a j-dimensional" handle. 
Xn _ Tn-Zcan be covered by a finite number of such handles, i.e. 
3.6) n-l U 
't,. 
U 
j=o r=l 
where h~ is a j-dimensional handle. 
\1 Let g be a riemannian metric on X 
T 
h"(.. 
n-2 T : 
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then g is conical if its restriction to each hT . . . 't. ~s quas~-ls£ 
metric to the metric in 3.5). 
n 
A closed pseudomanifold X endowed wi th a conical metric g 
n n-l 
on X - T is called a riemannian pseudomanifold or space 
with conical singularities. 
A handle as in 3.5) is called admissible if [n~j-l] is odd or 
3~7) 
where 
dim. H~ 
H P(MI"h, IR)' 
real coefficients. 
(M'I\-1-1 ,lR ) = o 
m denotes the p-th cohomology group of M with 
A riemannian pseudomanifold Xn is, said to be admissible if it ad-
mits a decomposition as in 3.6) by admissible handles. 
,,-2 
The condition of a metric g being conical around T is a 10-
cal condition; 
lar locus of 
i.e. ;E c.. 
+ 
in many 
\'\ X , that 
rr Y\-2-
. 
relevant cases, the 
we call 2:, is much 
topologically singu-
t1-1 
smaller than T , 
For instance, this situation- occurs in the case of complex al-
gebraic varieties: ! is the locus of algebraic singularity. 
In all such cases, it is sufficient to check that a metric g 
is conical around L . 
In particular, let us suppose that ~ can be covered by neigh-
bouroods of the form 
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*' 3.8) Co,,,,(M,,,) x M2 
where 
i) (M1 , h1 ) , (Mz.,hZ) are riemannian manifolds; 
ii) the restriction of the metric g to a neighboorood 
3.8' ) as in 3.8) is quasi-isometric to 2.h 1 r .,+ dr + h z ; 
L is identified with tp]x MZ 
iv) dim M (M1,\R,) dim M1 odd or dim H = 0 2 
Then g is conical and the pseudomanifold is admissible; we 
will use these considerations in the sequel. 
Now we recall some more properties of riemannian pseudomani-
folds. 
l 2 
Let At(2.)(Xn ) , IH~ (Xn ) be respectively th€' .i-th group of L -co 
homology of X" and the i-th group of intersection homology of Xn. 
2. The L -cohomology of n X is defined to be the cohomology of the 
.. 
2. 
L -differential forms on n V\-2 X - T • 
Roughly, the intersection homology of n X is the homology of 
a suitable subcomplex of simplicial chains. 
2 L -cohomology and intersection homology provide a singular ver-
sion of Hodge's and De-Rham's theorems: 
Hodge's theorem: 
tl Let X be a closed admissible riemannian pseudomanifold. 
Let H" (Xf1) be the group of L2 -harmonic differential i-forms 
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on X
tl _ 1'\- 2. T • 
Then 
De Rham's theorem: 
Let xn be a closed admissible riemannian pseudomanifold: • 
Then 
1 
Moreover, the pairing can be realised by integration of L -dif 
ferential forms on intersection homology chains. 
Now we actually start our program of identification between 
X" - Tn-2 and an equivariant manifold in the sense of 1.5), sec. 
1, Chapter II. 
For the sake of clarity, we limit ourselves to describe the ca-
se when the equivariant manifold has the form 
3.9) 
where (Mt,gt), i=l, 2, is a compact riemannian manifold of di-
mension m;,; A~ (s), i=l, 2, are smooth positive functions on 
(0,11:) such that 
2. 
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lim A1 (s) = lim A2 (s) = 0 
s-o s-:!!: 
2-
3.10) 
A,,(s) bounded and bounded away from zero as s-!C 
2-
A2( s)' bounded and bounded away from zero as s-o 
In fact this class of equivariant manifolds gives rise to the 
most interesting examples; however, the general case can be' 
t'reated by similar methods. 
The completion X of a manifold as in 3.9) can be realised in 
a standard way by adding a copy of Mz. for s:o., and a copy of 
s ="1r • 
l 
Analogously to the case of the join of two spheres, we call fo-
cal varieties the added copies of M1 , M, . 
X can be given a triangulation T in such a way that the u-
nion of the two focal varieties, M.., U 
n-l. T , n = m1 + m~+ 1. 
M 2' is contained in 
The singular locus ~ is con~ained in M1 U M2. 
Then, according to 3.8 I ), X is a riemannian pseudomanifold 
provided that 
3.11) 
And X is admissible provided that 
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3.12) dim 
m--~ H 2. (M-,lR)=o 
l. 
i = 1, 2 • 
Let 
be an equi variant manifold as in 3 _ 9), 3.10), and let Y be 
its completion as above. 
We will be interested in maps i of the form 
3.13) 
where ~~ is harmonic with constant energy density e (~i)' 
i = 1, 2 _ 
By following the reduction equation 1.9), sec. 1, Chapter II, ~ 
is harmonic if and only if 
3.14) 
Aj(s) m1 + A1(s) 
A1(s) AL(s) 
mz'- 2 e.<q...i) BHs) B1 (8) - 2e..(~1) BH8) B1 (s) = 0 
1. 2-
A" (8) A2. (s? 
In particular, if we choose 
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A1 (s) = f e.('h) B1 (S) 
m1 
3.15) 
A2.(s) = J 2 e. (<\>,) B2.(s) 
m2, 
then 3.14) is satisfied. 
And, as a consequence of 1.10), sec. 1, Chapter II, we have 
3.16) 
Moreover, it is clear that ~ can be extended to a continuous 
,... 
map ~ : :X _. Y: just send the focal variety M-i into the focal 
variety N~ by using <Pl. ' i = 1, 2. 
If we fix 
3.17) 
B 2. ( s ) = cos s 
then conditions i), ii), iij) in 3.~) are fulfilled: thus X, 
;y are closed riemannian pseudomanifolds, with singular locus ~ 
contained in the union of the two focal varieties. Each of the-
se spaces is admissible if and only if condition 3.12) is sat i-
sfied; in particular, this always happens when mi , n i ' are 
odd •.... 
In conclus'ion, we have used equivariant theory to construct 
~~ . 
continuous maps :r: : X - ;'y between riemannian pseudomanifolds 
which are harmonic where the' notion makes sense, i.e. where the 
ri~mannian metrics are defined. 
Moreover, our harmonic maps are given explicitely in terms of 
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data on the cross sections and have constant energy density. 
In general, both X and Y in the above construction are singular 
spaces. 
However, it is worth pointing out the following particular cases: 
Case I: 
N1 = S °1 
B~ (s) as in 3.17) 
N2, = S n2. Ml. = SmZ. 
Case II: 
M,. = Sm" 
M 2. = S t\'\ 2. B i ( s) as in 3. 17 ) 
n1 +n1 ·1 In the case I, the range is the standard S ; the domain is 
homeomorphic. to the (m 2. + 1) -suspension of M", • 
For instance, it is known that, if Mi is a compact homogeneous 
'" space, then there exists a map +1 : M1 --to S '" to which our con-
struction apply; moreover, if nz' = mz' and 4-2, = id., then ~* 
is the (m2. + 1 )-suspension of the map 4>"1 • 
In the case II, we have our usual join of maps between spheres: 
in this case, the singularity of the domain on the focal varie-
ties concerns only the metric, not the topology. 
In the particular case 
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I'll YV\ 
=id.:S"--'S 
m+2. the metric has a conical singularity on the domain S on a 
m locus which is homeomorphic to S ; outside. of the singular 
m ']:;,.. "" .. t ""+ 2-locus S , our maps ::t: : S _ S are riemannian coverings of 
degree K. 
Remark: 
i) . In. the case .of maps between spheres, the singulari ty of the 
metric can be shifted to the range by replacing 3.17) with 
3.17' ) 
ii) For the purposes of this section, we could have admitted 
horn-like metrics as well, i.e. in 3.11) we could have had 
3.11') 
= (9 «!r - s)') 
2 
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x 
", ... 
Section 4: 
Metrics with cone-like singularities are not the only sui-
table ones for constructing harmonic maps: 
Example: it is well-known that .every harmonic map 
n 1 S_S , n ),2 .. is constant. 
Let us write S'fl - { two pOles} as ~-1 S x(o,1T), and consider 
(x s)............... 2.s 
'" .. Then + e~tends to a continuous map! :S -4 S that maps the two 
poles into the same point of S1. 
It is easy to check that f is harmonic with respect to the 
metric 
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4.1) ds2. 
n 
The metric in 4.1) has a singularity in the two poles of S that 
:": is not of conical type. 
Section 5: 
We will use the following trigonometrical identities: let p € ~ I 
po ~ 2.. We have 
p 
5.1) L 
i=l 
5.2) sin(ps) = 
5.3) cotg(ps) 
. 2. ( ( . Sln s + 1 
-
1) 1f ) = l 
p 2 
F 
p 
11 sin(s +(i-1) -rr ) 
i=l p 
.. 
p 
= 1 2:. cotg(s +(i-1) IT) p i=l P 
s£(o,1'\"") 
p 
m m m 
Let S (a) be the standard m-sphere of radius a ,S = S (1) • 
... rri..t\ .... )P 
Let MS\r\ be the subset parametrized as follows: 
p-times 
M ..... . tRf\H '1+1 x (RY'H1 C x lR X •••••••••••••••••• 
5.4) 
ijJ 
x = sin s x., + sin{ s+ 1T ) Xz + •••••••• + sin(s+(p-l) T ) p p 
xp 
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where Y\ x· E. S , i = 1 •••• p , 
" 
It follows immediately from 5.1) that 
5.5) 
Let M C ~ ~ M be the subset of M corresponding to the points 
for which s=f 0, s:J:. 1T • 
p 
Then M is isometric to 
p-times 
x ••••••• 
5.6) 
\1 
x S x (o,-rr) 
p 
.2. Z. Sln S g1 + sin (s+lr)g + •••••• + 
- 2-P 
with metric 
2. 2. 
sin (s+(p-l)"1r )g + ds , 
- p 
F' 
n 
where g. is the standard metric on the i-th factor S 
\, 
A simple change of coordinates in 5.4) around s=o 
(or s=tr) enables tis to state: 
p 
i) if p = 2, then .If< M.= S 2(n+l)-1 
ii) if p > 2, then the metric in 5.6) is of class CO , but 
not C1 , across the loci s = 0, s = ~ 
p 
-¥.o (n+l)p 1 .17 The codimension of M in S - (~) is (p - 2). 
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Now we can propose a generalisation of the standard Hopf con-
struction. 
p-times 
Let 
n n n 't. 
S x S x •••• x S ~ S be a map 
which is harmonic with constant energy density n in each va-
2 
riable separately. 
If p = 2, then orthogonal mUltiplications provide many exam-
pIes of such maps (see sec. 11 Chapter II). 
If p > 2, examples can be constructed as follows: 
Let' 
, n 'l 
G : S x S ~ S be two orthogonal 
multiplications. Then oefine 
n n n ~ 
F,3 : S x S x S ---... S 
(x. ,xl. ,x:» ~ G(F(x1 ,x2, ), x3 ) 
Then Fl has the required properties, and the construction can 
be iterated. For instance, by using complex, quaternionic and 
Cayley numbers multiplications, we have examples 
ve for n ='t = 1, 3, 7 and every P9 2 • 
'l 
We write the standard S 't+1 as (s x ( 0 ,1T) , 
Then we define 
5.7) <p : M ____ Sr+1 
(x, s) """"" (F (x), ps) p 
where M is the manifold in 5.6). 
We show that 
.2. Sln s 
of Ff as abo-
2-g + ds ). 
... 
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1·) A. t' . J....'* "" s'l...-1 the map~ has a con 1nuous extens10n ~ : M---
, 
ii) <p is harmonic with constant energy densitye.{<t»=.~ (n+1) 
2 
The statement i) is obvious: just send the locus s = 0 of M 1t' 
into the north pole of S ~ +1, and the locus s = '!!: into the 
south pole. t> 
- As.: ·for ii), we write down the condition of harmonici ty and 
the expression of e. (+) according to 1.9), 1.10)' of sec. 1, 
Chapter II. 
The above mentioned equation 1.9) gives 
5.S) 
p p 
2: cotg(s+(i-l)Tr) np - ~ n sin(ps) cos(ps) = 0 
i=l p l:1 sir?- (s+(i-1)1r) 
And for the energy density we have 
5.9) 
p 
e.(f> = ~ 
i=1' 
2. 
n sin (ps) 
sin' (s+(i-1) ..,.....} 
p 
+ 1 
2 
p 
2.. p 
Now 5.S) can be checked easyly by using 5.1), 5.2), 5.3). 
2. 
And from 5.1), 5.2) follows thate(.}= P (n + 1) • 
2 
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We notice that, in the case p=2, we have just reproduced the well-
known polynomial maps of spheres arising from the standard Hopf 
construction • 
. In the general case p ')'2, we have again continuous maps from 
a singular space to a sphere; such maps are harmonic with con-
stant energy density where these notions make sense. 
The emphasis with this example lays on the non-trivial trigono-
metrical identities that rule harmonicity and energy density. 
One could substitute the metric in 5.6) by a metric of the form 
5.10) p ~ 
i=1 
, 2. 
A. (s) g. + h 
" .. 
'Z. (s) ds 
If the function A.(s), h(s) are suitable chosen, M~is a smooth 
" 
manifold;. 
Moreover, a suitable choice of ~(s) + ps would lead to har-
monic mapS~: M*-. s~t1of ~-constant energy density: this can 
be technically realised by using the equi variant methods of 
Chapter II (Theorem 2.3.1., 2.3.2.). In this case everything would 
W be S:mooth, but M would not be any longer an explicit subset of an 
euclidean. sphere. 
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PART 3: Further possible developments of equivariant theory. 
There are many problems which are naturally related to the con-
struction of harmonic maps of spheres and the equivariant theo-
ry of Chapter I, II: we mention 
i) classification of harmonic homogeneous polynomials of 
spheres; 
f ~ 'l. ii) classification of maps F : S x S ~ S which are harmo-
nic with constant energy density in each variable separa-
P+C\u 'tt1 
tely; and homotopy classification of maps H : S --. S ob-
tained from such F via the Hopf construction; 
iii) computation of the Morse index of the non-polynomial har-
monic maps of spheres that we produced in Chapters I, II; 
·i v) construction of non-polynomial harmonic maps of spheres 
'wi thout using equi variant theory; 
v} applicability of equivariant theory to construct maps bet 
ween complex projective· spaces • 
. Another ver,y natural qljestion, is the following! which is the 
right position of equi variant methods into a general setting 
of calculus of variations ? In connection with this question, 
.in the' following section we indicate three possible directions of 
further development. 
Section 6 
.!l..!. Let f: [0, + OQ) --. [0, + ():) be a smooth function, that for sim-
plicity we assume to be strictly increasing. 
Define a functional on maps <\>: M - N by 
6."!:) E.f (4)) = f f( e (</>)) 
M 
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This functional coincides with the energy functional in the ca-
se when f(x) = Xi it is a conformal invariant of M in the case 
d~m.M 
when f(x) = X -?[ . 
Equivariant theory applies to the class of functionals 6.1): 
in fact, the Euler-lagrange system of equations associated with 
the functional 6.1) is given by: 
6.4) d~~' (e (<p» d 1>] = 0 
As an immediate consequence of 6.2), we have 
Proposition 3.6.1. 
Suppose that e. (t ) = constant: then + is an extremal of the 
functional 6.1) if and only if <p is a harmonic map. 
In local charts, 6.2) is given by 
6.3) 
f' (-e.(~» ~J"(+) + fIt (~(t» gstde.(t) d <pJ' 
o x t (, Xs 
= 0 
j = 1 .•••••. dim N. 
where x i are coordinates on M and t'T(~) is the usual tension 
field of 4> 
Now we have 
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Proposition 3.6.2.: 
Let i : M x (a, b) -+ N x (c, d) 
(x ,s) -..- (<}(x),o<.(s» 
be an equivariant map as in Chapter II, sec. 1. 
Then f is an extremal of the functional 6.1) if and only if the 
following ordinary differential equation is satisfied: 
f' ( -e.. ( i ) ( s ) } (,. ( s) + fll ( e. (~ ) ( s ) ) 
0(. 2-
h (s) 
, 
0( (s) = o 
~s 
where h( s) is as in equation 1. 9) sec. 1, Chapter II; 6-01. (s) 
is the left-hand side member of the above mentioned equation 
1.9}; and e (~)(s) is given by 1.10), sec. 1, Chapter II. 
The proof is just a straight forward computation based on the 
\.J 
formula 6,.:3) and Proposi tion"':3 .• 6,.1. 
As an application of proposition 3.6.2., one could study, for 
. instance, the join and Hopf construction for functionals as in 
6.1): the problem is that the appearance of the term oe (!£) (s) 
~s 
in the relevant equation makes things more difficult: in fact, 
the relevant equation doesn I t appear to have a clear physical 
interpretation any longer. 
Another straightforward computation leads to the formula for 
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the second variation for extremals of the functional 6.1): 
v, w > 
where 
where J4> is the usual second variation operator. 
In the case of extremals of 6.1) as in Proposition 3.6.1., the 
term d¥. [fll (-e. ( q.» < dv, d +» d+] vanishes; thus, in this ca-
f 
se, the spectrum of T+ equals the spectrum of J+ up to a con-
stant factor. 
In the general case, the choice of a convex function f(x) seems 
to increase the stability of extrema16. 
Equivariant theory can be natuF.ally extended to include mani';:'·· 
folds with metric of (m,n)-signature • 
We follow the notations of Chapter 11, sec. 1: let M x (a, b) 
be an equlvariant manifold with metric given by 
P 
6.7) ~ 
j=1 
2 2.. Z A (6) g + h (s) ds 
:r l' 
We now consider the more genera~ case in which 6.7) is replaced 
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by 
P", 
Aft 
P ~ 
6.8) L (s) g - L- A] (s) g + h'lJ (s) ds2. j=1 .:r J j=p.+1 1-
1 
The metric in 6.8) has clearly signature of type (m,n). 
After the introduction of metrics as in 6.8), one can define 
equivariant maps precisely as in Chapter II, sec. 1; we simply 
admit that the functions Ar(S), BS(S)' h(s), k(s) in the above 
mentioned equation 1.9) may be multiplied by a constant factor i, 
with it: -1. Now the condition of harmonicity can be obtained 
f~om the reduction equation 1~9), sec. 1, Chapter II: the pre-
sence of the constant factors i influences in an obvious way 
the sum 
6.9) 
2 
A. (s) 
J 
which. appearS in the reduction equation; the remaining terms of 
the": reduction equation are unaffeoted. 
Example: 
Let ( rDP+l.,q+l,) ( Ir\ g be the p+q+2)-dimensional euclidean space 
with metric 
p+1 
dx2 
P+q+2 
dx2 6.10) g = L Z. i i 
i=1 i=p+2 
Then 
= 
)' I'D p+1, q+1 
( x E I" / <x, 9 = 1 } S p,q+1 deL 
S p,q+1 , q:> 0, is isometric to 
6.11 ) (S f x "'\ [ S x O,+{.O), h} 
where the metric is h" given by 
6.12) cOSh-2 s g sinh2.. s g _ dsl. 1 - 2. 
with s4 ro,+tQ}, g ,g standard metrics on SP, S~ • L 1 Z 
The metric h has signature of type (p, q+1). 
The locus s=o is a focal variety homeomorphic to S P • 
S p,l 
6.13} 
is isometric to 
2-
cosh s g -
-1 
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By using homogeneous harmonic polynomials of spheres, it is ea-
sy to produce examples of equivariant maps between equivariant 
manifolds of type (p,q+1) .as above. 
1: p,1 r,1 For instance, let::t.: S _ S be of the form 
6.14) S" x\R ----+-
It 
x\R S 
(x, s ) ..,........... <4>(x),()(s» 
Where <\> : f S~ S- is a harmonic homogeneous polynomial. 
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Then 5E is harmonic if and only if 
6.15) 0( II ( s ) + 8 inh s p 0{ f (s) - e.. (4)) sinh. (2 <X (s» = 0 
2 
cosh s cosh s 
In general, by comparing the differential equations arising in 
this context with the pendulum equations of maps between stan-
dard spheres, it appears that, roughly, terms of the form sinh s, 
cosh s replace terms of the form sin s, cos S; we also notice 
that these new equations have a strong similarity with equa-
tions arising by equivariant maps between hyperbolic spaces as 
described in (B1). 
One of the most natural problemsin this context is to investi-
gate the existence of global solutions (G1),' (G2): in this di-
rection.~ .also equi variant deformations of metrics can be used: 
let us suppose that the metric 6.13) :on. S Pl 1 
6.16) 2. 2. .. 2, cosh s g - h (s) ds • 
'1 
is replaced by 
It is not difficult to show that a suitable choice of the func-
tion h(s) insures the existence of global solutions •. 
III) : 
The most substantial feature of equivariant theory is to di-
stinguish an horizontal section, which is filled with homoge-
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neous data, and a vertical section, Le. the join parameter 
upon which the relevant ordinary differential equation depends. 
It is possible to carry out any number n of simultaneous joins: 
in this cas~ the condition of harmonicity reduces to an ellip-
tic system compound by n equations. 
However, when applied to concrete problems, the previous state-
ment meets severe computational difficul~l~s; there'ore, rather 
than developping the general theory, we limit ourselves to give 
an example. 
p. '\~ 
Let <P, : S "_ S be a harmonic homogeneous polynomial of 
spheres, and ~~= 2 e<<fi)' i=l •••• 4. 
One can define 
6.17) S Pi +Pz. +Ps +p~ +3 S qi+q2+q l+q " +3 
.. 
as follows: 
Let g., h., be the standard metrics on Sf', ,S ';. , i=1 ••••• 4. 
" " 
6.18) 
where o ~ 
with metric 
s; t, u ~ 
2 
r Sltx 
u 
6.19) 
S 
q +q .. +q +q +3 Analogously, one writes the range l' I ~ as 
6.20) 
and expresses! in 6. 17) by 
6.21) 
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~ is harmonic if and only if the functions 0(" ' t>I. 2 f ol. 3 satisfy 
an elliptic Syste'1compound by 3 equations f wi th boundary condi-
tions as follows: 
6.22) 
lim <x,,(s,t,u) = 0 
s_o 
lim <X 1\( s , t, u ) = 
s--"Y 
2. 
lim O<,(s,t,u) = 0 
t -0 
t 1T o <. 
."'- < 
-2-
1r 
2 
6. 23 ) 0 <: s, 1.4,. < ::!I. 
2. 
lim 0<',2 (s, t,u) 
t --E 
2. 
= 
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lim 0(3 (s,t,u) = 0 
6.24) u-+o 
0< 5, t < 11 
-2 
lim o(3(s,t,u) = 11 
u_~ 2 
2. 
The boundary condi tions in 6.22), 6.23), 6.24) make sure that 
f in 6.17.) ;extends continuously across the loci s=o, t=o, u=o, 
s=1f, t=lI, u=1r. 
2 2 2 
The complement of these loci is an open dense subset on which 
one should study the relevant system of equations. 
The system is of second order, elliptic, semilinea.r, compound 
by 3 equationS for." the: functions ~'" ' 0(2.' <Xy 
A direct computation leads to the explicit expression for these 
three equations: they are given in the next page. 
At the moment we do not kno~ how to study effectively such sy-
stemS .. 
First equation: 
2. L doL, 1 ~d1 1 + 
ds 2 2 ~t2 sin u 
lc~s s P - sin S 1 
Slns coss 
_ ~l.. coso{" sin <X1 
2 
cos s 
Second equation: 
2 
cos ~ 
~+ 1 2· 2 
cos u 
+ cos o{3 
sin ~3 
= 0 
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+ d~J + ~ol1 1 
au
2 . 2 
""ds Sln u 
'dol-1 
. [cost P - sint P1 + ._-
"dt 
1 
. 2 Sln u 
sint 
1 
1 
. 2 Sln u 
. --, 
cost 
~.fOSo('l sin <:1(",+ 
. 2 Sln s 
1 
2 
cos u 
Just replace eX. ,P 
'P2 ' 
~1' , 
"2- in the previous equa-1 1 
.. 2 2 Sln s cos S 
tion with respectively 
eX 2 'P3 ,P ~3 ~" 4 2 
sin t 2 cos t 
Third equation: 
+ 
1 
. 2 
s~n u 
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cos s 
sin s 
sin s 1 do(3 cost P _ sint p + dol) ( 1) 
-- P2 + -- -- -- 3 -- 4 -- P1+P2+ 
cos u + 
cos s 
A3sin~e<. 2 
2 2 
cos u sin t 
cos
2
u ~t sint cost "d u 
- coso/. • sin~ 3 3 
A"sin
2
o( 1 
. 2 . 2 
s~n u Sln s 
_ A4cos~ 2 
2 2 
cos u cos t 
-(~~ 1 2 cos u 
sin u 
+ ~2 cos~ 1 
sin2u cos2s 
1 
--
2 
cos u 
+ 
We notice that, in the case ~~= Pi 
is given explicitely by 
i=l ••••• 4, the solution 
0< (s,t,u) ::: s 1 
eX (s,t,u) ::: t 2 
c/... 3 (s,t,u) = u 
+ 
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